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Työssä simuloitiin ja optimoitiin litium-ioniakkujen katodimateriaalien valmistuksessa 

käytettävän prekursorisakan tuotantoprosessia käyttäen Aspen Plus-simulointiohjelmistoa.  

Työn alussa perehdytään litiumioniakkujen käyttömarkkinoihin, niiden tulevaisuuteen ja 

akkujen kemiallisiin ominaisuuksiin, sekä vertaillaan eri katodimateriaalivaihtoehtoja ja 

tapoja tuottaa katodimateriaalin esiasteena tarvittavaa prekursorisakkaa. Alustava 

simulaatioympäristö määriteltiin vastaamaan kirjallisuudessa esiintyvää koeasetelmaa, jossa 

nikkeliä, mangaania ja kobolttia sisältävää seoshydroksidia saostetaan käyttämällä 

ammoniakkia metallikationien kelataattina ja NaOH:a saostusaineena mainittujen aineiden 

käytön yleisyyden vuoksi. Simulaation onnistuneeseen määrittelyyn vaadittavat aineiden 

ideaalitilan muodostumisentalpiat ja Gibbsin energiat ideaalitilassa on estimoitu HSC-

ohjelmistolla. Tarvittavien arvojen saamiseksi tehdyt laskelmat on esitelty simulaation 

teoreettista pohjaa koskevassa kappaleessa.  

Simulaatio luodaan vallitsevien tietojen sekä tehtyjen pohjustavien laskelmien perusteella ja 

tuloksia verrataan kirjallisuudessa esiintyviin tuloksiin. MATLAB-ohjelmistoa on käytetty 

sopivan syöttösuhteen löytämiseen muodostamalla matemaattinen malli tutkittavasta 

prosessisysteemistä kirjallisuudesta saatujen tasapainovakioiden avulla. Tehdyn 

simulaatiomallin ja kirjallisuustuloksien vertailun perusteella Aspen Plus-ohjelmistolla on 

mahdollista simuloida uskottavasti NMC-katodimateriaalin prekursoripartikkeleiden 

saostumista, joskin useiden ainekohtaisten parametrien puuttumisen vuoksi 

laboratoriokokeita ehdotetaan simulaation tulosten validoimiseksi. Saostusprosessin 

validoimiseksi on esitetty koesuunnitelma.  
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In this Thesis, simulation and optimization of the production process of lithium-ion cathode 

material’s precursor precipitate was studied by using Aspen Plus simulation software. 

At the beginning of the thesis, the market for lithium-ion batteries, their outlook for the future 

and their chemical properties are introduced. Different cathode materials and parameters of 

certain processes for production of precursor precipitate are compared. The initial simulation 

environment was defined to correspond to the test design found from the literature, where a 

mixed hydroxide containing nickel, manganese and cobalt is precipitated by using ammonia 

as a chelating agent for metal cations and NaOH as a precipitant due to the prevalence of the 

use of those substances. The thermodynamic parameters required to successfully define the 

simulation have been estimated using HSC-software and the calculation to obtain the 

required values are presented in the section on the theoretical basis of the simulation. 

Simulation based on existing data and calculations depicted in the section of theoretical basis 

is created and the outcome of simulated environment is compared to the literature results. 

MATLAB software has been used to solve the appropriate metal feed ratio by conducting a 

script with equilibrium constants found in the literature. Based on the constructed simulation 

model and the literature results, Aspen Plus software can reliably simulate the precipitation 

of precursor particles of NMC cathode material, although due to the lack of many substance-

specific parameters, laboratory test are proposed to validate the simulation results. An 

experimental design for validating the simulated precipitation process is presented.  
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1  INTRODUCTION 

As the transportation sector is experiencing a vast change towards less polluting, more 

environmentally friendly trend, battery market is expected to grow significantly. According 

to market predictions by Mordor Intelligence (2019), battery market will experience annual 

growth of 12.41% by the year 2024. In the wake of increasing trend of battery usage, the 

market of produced lithium-ion batteries is expected to reach 73 billion dollars by the year 

2025 (CISION, 2019), and as a consequence the global demand of nickel, cobalt, and 

manganese are expected to rise, as they are used as a cathode material in the mentioned 

battery type (Business Wire, 2015).  

The demand of nickel as raw material for NiMH and NiCd batteries and NMC- and NCA-

cathodes is increasing. For example, NMC-cathode has earlier contained nickel, cobalt and 

manganese for a ratio of 1:1:1, but the ratio has changed to more nickel-loaded containing 

eight parts of nickel, one part of cobalt and one part of manganese. As a result of the change 

in mixing ratio, the battery qualities such as capacity and safety are improved (Roskill 

services, 2017). 

The largest growing market segment affecting such rapid increase in lithium-ion battery 

demand is production of electric vehicles including cars, e-bikes and scooters. Lithium-ion 

batteries have also supplanted traditional battery technologies in consumer electronics 

sector, as their qualities and features for portable electronic devices are significantly better 

(CISION, 2019).  

1.1 Comparison of lithium-ion batteries to other batteries on the market 

Growing lithium-ion battery demand is based on its positive qualities compared to rivaling 

battery technologies: its energy density is significantly higher than for example standard 

NiCd-battery and has a potential for increasing energy densities even further by adjusting 

cathode material mixing ratios (Bae, 2019). Gravimetric and volumetric densities of 

common battery types in the market have been compared in the Figure 1. Lithium-ion 

batteries are clearly the most feasible option, as its both gravimetric and volumetric energy 

densities are significantly higher than comparable values for competing technologies. 
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Figure 1 Comparison of gravimetric and volumetric energy densities for common battery 

types (Epec, 2019) 

Based on comparison made in the Figure 1 it is clear, that using lithium-ion technology, 

smaller sized and lighter weight battery cells can be made.  

Lithium-ion battery’s loading characteristics are relatively competitive with traditional 

refueling of transportational vehicles due to its feature of charging quickly to 70 – 80% cell 

charge, after which the charging slows down. In practice this feature is seen for example in 

Tesla automobile charging, where original Tesla Model 3 battery reaches charge of 80% in 

27 minutes, and 100% in 54 minutes (Shahan, 2019), compared to refueling time of 3 – 5 

minutes for traditional gasoline vehicles (Mudomaha, 2019).  Lithium-ion battery cell 

voltage and charge current have been presented as a function of time in the Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2  Lithium ion battery cell voltage and charge current as a function of charge time (Al-

karakchi et. al. 2015) 
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Lithium-ion battery has no memory effect, it doesn’t require scheduled draining in order to 

lengthen its life cycle and its self-discharge is significantly lower than for example with 

traditional nickel-cadmium battery. Self-discharge time for lithium-ion battery is 2 – 3% per 

month, whereas for nickel-cadmium battery it is 15 – 20% (MPower UK, 2005). 

1.2 Future predictions 

Estimates of the need for nickel, manganese and cobalt for lithium-ion batteries are highly 

dependent on assumptions regarding the electric products disrupting the markets and the 

attitudes of consumers, producers and governments. For example, China being largest 

singular market for private traveling, has very positive attitude towards the prevalence of use 

of electric cars. The aims in Germany are that every new sold vehicle would run on electricity 

by 2030, and a similar debate is taking place for example in Sweden and Netherlands 

(Roskill, 2017).  

According to research conducted in Georgetown University in the United States of America, 

the percentage of electric cars in the transport of developed countries could reach even 90% 

by the year 2040 (Cherif et al. 2017), and Bloomberg New Energy Finance has made an 

estimation of the share of EVs in all new car sales to be 57% (BloombergNEF, 2019). Based 

on these factors and estimations and as the Figure 3 depicts, the demand of nickel especially 

concerning the battery production sector is expected to experience a major increase, from 

160 000 tons in 2018 to nearly 1 500 000 tons by the year 2030 (Benchmark Mineral 

Intelligence, 2019). 

 

 

Figure 3  Forecast on nickel demand from battery sector (Desai, 2019) 
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Forecasts on the demand of lithium vary on the production growth outcome, but trend is 

clear: production of lithium will grow significantly in the future. According to UBS forecast 

shown in the Figure 4, the demand of lithium will increase to nearly 900 000 tons by the 

year 2025, from the 2017-level of 200 000 tons.  

 

Figure 4  Lithium demand forecast up to 2025. (UBS, 2017) 

Cobalt demand is also expected to rise among electric vehicle market expansion. As depicted 

in the Figure 5, forecasts made by International Energy Agency predict the demand of cobalt 

to rise from the level of 2017 of 100 000 tons to 200 000-300 000 tons by the year 2025. 

 

Figure 5  Cobalt demand forecast (Alves et al. 2018) 

Global lithium-ion battery and materials demand forecast based on EV sales is shown in the 

Figure 6. As expected, due to the market disruption caused by possible retreat of fossil fuel 

consumption and spreading of more efficient ways of producing lithium-ion batteries, 
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material demand for EV-sector will expand to nearly 1 000 000 tons from the 2019-level of 

being 50 000 tons. 

 

Figure 6  Global lithium-ion and materials demand forecast from EV sales 2015-2030. 

(Archer, 2019) 

As primed in the material demand and market forecasts, there is a certain need of 

optimization of the lithium-ion battery production process. In this thesis work, the options 

for lithium ion battery cathode materials containing cobalt are compared, based on which 

the aim is set to optimize the production conditions for precipitation of NixCoyMnz(OH)2-

precursor by conducting an Aspen Plus software simulation regarding the mentioned 

production process interpretably for the first time.  

1.3 Objectives and scoping of the thesis 

Optimization of NMC-precursor production process can be achieved by variating several 

different parameters affecting the process environment, such as metal feed ratio, ammonia 

and sodium hydroxide feed flow rates, temperature, stirring speed and residence time of 

precipitation reactor. Precipitation of lithium ion battery cathode material precursor begins 

with formation of primary particles, which are crucial concerning the formation and 

agglomeration of desired precipitate material. It appears, that the studies that combine 

simulated environment and the formation of primary particles are scarce, let alone the studies 

where the Aspen software is used. Utilization of simulation software provides an efficient 

way of studying the variance of parameters affecting the precipitation process, as it reduces 

the demand for physical equipment and extensive test series needed to study and optimize 

process environment for primary particles.  
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Laboratory set-ups by Van Bommel & Dahn (2009) and Cheralathan et al. (2009) are applied 

in Aspen simulations, and results are compared with experimental results from several 

studies to evaluate the correctness of simulation. HSC-software is used to estimate the initial 

values of parameters needed to define the studied substances into the simulation.  

This thesis was limited to consider the simulation of cathode material precursor primary 

particle formation. Justification for the choice of precursor material to be produced and 

production method options such as different production equipment, treated materials and 

reaction mechanism are discussed, based on which the simulation is configured.  
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2  CATHODE MATERIALS FOR LITHIUM ION BATTERIES 

Several different cathode material combinations have been studied and tested in order to 

optimize the performance of lithium-ion battery. Commercially the most used cathode 

materials include LFP-lithium iron phosphate, LMO-lithium manganese oxide, LCO-lithium 

cobalt oxide, NCA-lithium nickel cobalt aluminum oxide and NMC-lithium nickel 

manganese cobalt oxide. Cathode materials market shares by type are shown in the Figure 

7, from which it can be seen that materials containing cobalt form roughly 70 % of all 

cathode materials in the market. Most utilized cathode materials containing cobalt, LCO, 

NCA and NMC are discussed in this chapter. 

 

Figure 7  Cathode materials market share by type (Castellano, 2017) 

2.1 Lithium Cobalt Oxide (LCO)  

LCO is the first cathode material to experience widespread common usage (Nitta et al. 2015). 

Its structure is formed by octahedral lithium and cobalt layers in between each other, forming 

a hexagonal symmetry shown in the Figure 8. It has been popular cathode material due to its 

high theoretical specific capacity (274 mAh·g-1), high theoretical volumetric capacity (1363 

mAh·cm-3), low self-discharge, high discharge voltage and its feature of being able to sustain 

its capacity (Nitta et. al 2015). 

35,80%

24,80%

9,20%

19,90%

10,30%

LCO NMC NCA LMO LFP
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Figure 8  Molecular structure of LCO-cathode material (Hausbrand et al. 2015) 

Although LCO material has very high theoretical capacity, in practice only half of it can be 

utilized due to half of the Li-ion atoms being part of the base architecture of cathode 

(Eftekhari, 2017). Also, due to its high cobalt concentration, it is seemingly more expensive 

than optional cathodes as the price of cobalt has varied between 30 – 80 USD/kg during the 

years 2018 – 2020 (London Metal Exchange, 2020a), whereas price of nickel has varied 

between 10 and 18 USD/kg (Business Insider 2020a) and manganese price in the range of 

2-5 USD/kg (Metalary, 2020). It also provides larger safety risk due to cobalt’s poisonous 

features. (Finland’s Institute of Occupational Health, 2012). Performance profile for average 

LCO-based battery is shown in the Figure 9.  

 

Figure 9  Performance profile for average LCO-based battery (Miao et al. 2019) 

Other limiting properties for LCO to become prevailing technology are its low thermal 

stability and its ineptitude to retain capacity efficiently during high current rates. Due to its 

low thermal stability, LCO provides a greater risk for user due to increased probability of 
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runaway reaction caused by exothermic release of oxygen, causing the battery cell to explode 

(Dahn et al. 1994). When experiencing extensive cycling (de-lithiation with a voltage higher 

than 4.2V) lattice distortion from hexagonal to monoclinic symmetry is caused, thus 

weakening cell cycling performance (Dahn et al. 1994).  

Due to qualities mentioned above, demand for studying on possibilities for improved battery 

performance through alternative cathode materials involving cobalt is obvious. Optimization 

is conducted by mixing substances which can lower the overall price of cathode by 

substituting cobalt, and simultaneously improve battery performance even during high 

current rates and enhance stability of LCO.  

2.2 Lithium Nickel Cobalt Aluminum Oxide (NCA) 

Cathode coating via metal oxides such as Al2O3, B2O3, TiO2, ZrO2 has been proven to be 

efficient way of improving LCO performance characteristics and its structural stability, even 

if the high current rate is used. This quality is explained by reduced side reactions with 

electrolyte and structural changes being consequence of using mechanically and chemically 

stable oxide material. (Nitta et. al. 2015). Mixing nickel to precursor material results in 

higher capacity and higher energy/power density: higher capacity is followed from nickel’s 

feature of moving along the diffusion channels and selectively segregating at the surface 

facets terminated by mix of anions and cations, causing an increased lithium diffusion barrier 

near the surface region of the particle (Gu et. al. 2012). Higher energy/power density is 

caused by higher allowed lithium extraction, as higher nickel concentration protects structure 

of the cathode (Nitta et. al 2015).  

Although capacity of NCA is increased by adding nickel, it is mentioned that it may decrease 

at temperatures of 40 – 70 °C because of thickening of solid electrolyte interface (SEI) and 

expanding micro-cracks at grain boundaries of the cathode material (Nitta et. al. 2015). 

Performance profile for NCA-cathode is depicted in the Figure 10, showing that NCA 

provides cheaper, and more stable option for LCO. 
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Figure 10  Performance profile for average NCA-based battery (Miao et al. 2019) 

Due to its enhanced properties, NCA has gained significant market share and it is widely 

applied in several different branches of industry. It has a high usable discharge capacity of 

approximately 200 mAh·g-1 (Yudha et al. 2019), and it is cheaper than LCO due to high 

share of cobalt substituents. Molecular structure of NCA-cathode material is depicted in 

Figure 11, showing material ratio of Li = 1, Ni = 0.9, Co = 0.05, Al = 0.05 and O = 2.  

 

Figure 11  Molecular structure of NCA-cathode material (Ghatak et al. 2017) 

NCA is proven to be relatively feasible option to be prevailing technology and it has clearly 

highest specific energy value of cathode material options (Battery University, 2011). That 

being said, there is still clearly demand for optimization in its safety and cost parameters, as 

it has a shorter cycle life and lower stability than NMC-based battery (Fehrenbacher, 2015). 
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2.3 Lithium Nickel Manganese Cobalt Oxide (NMC) 

According to literature (i.e. Miao et al. 2019, Wang et al. 2012, Battery University, 2011) 

and as shown in the Figures 9, 10 and 12, NMC-cathode material has the most competitive 

general parameters of available cobalt containing LIB cathode materials. Due to its high 

concentration of substitute substances for cobalt, its production price is significantly lower 

than LCO’s production prices, as for example nickel can form 80% of cathodes structure 

(Cheralathan et al. (2009), and share of manganese can vary depending on desired optimized 

qualities of battery between 5% and 75% (Cheralathan et al. 2009, Cui et al. 2017). Added 

manganese provides better thermal ability (Thackeray, 1997), and large share of nickel 

provides improved performance in the form of enhanced battery capacity and energy density 

at a lower cost (Nickel Institute, 2018). Product prices can be lowered also as production 

process can be optimized efficiently for example in the precursor handling phase by 

precipitating all substances of precursor material using commercially used substances such 

as NH3 as a chelating agent and NaOH as precipitant in one CSTR (Cheralathan et al. 2009). 

Ability to increase the efficiency of production process can extent to several different 

parameters, including temperature, feed rates and residence time (Qiu et al. 2018). 

Performance profile for NMC-cathode material is depicted in the Figure 12, where strong 

overall performance of NMC in all evaluated areas is clearly seen.  

 

Figure 12  Performance profile for average NMC-based battery (Miao et al. 2019) 

Comparison of LCO, NCA and NMC is conducted in Table 1. Conclusively it is clear that 

NMC is the most feasible choice for electrical vehicles, as its nominal cell voltage and 

capacity is as high as competing technologies, cycle life is twice as long and thermal runaway 

temperature is significantly higher, which make NMC more reliable and safer but at the same 

time equally efficient choice for cathode material. 
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Table 1  Comparison of cobalt containing cathode materials properties (Pettit, (2017, 

Renard, 2020) 

 LCO NCA NMC 

Nominal cell voltage (V) 3.7-3.9 3.65 3.8-4.0 

Specific energy (Wh/kg) 150-240 200-300 150-220 

Cycle life 500-1000 500 1000-2000 

Thermal runaway (°C) 150 150 210 

Applications Mobile phones, 

tablets, laptops, 

cameras 

Medical devices, 

electric powertrain, 

industrial 

E-bikes, medical 

devices, electric 

vehicles, industrial 

Price (USD/kg)  20 14 13 

 

Molecular structure of NMC is shown in the Figure 13. Blue lines indicate unit cells and 

nickel, cobalt and manganese are distributed randomly on purple M-sites in the same ratio 

as in the precursor precipitation phase. Lithium and oxygen have been depicted as yellow 

and red balls. 

 

Figure 13  Molecular structure of NMC-cathode material (Wang et al. 2012) 

Triangular phase diagram depicting performance profiles of benchmark technology cathode 

materials and placement of NMC cathode materials with variable mixing ratios is presented 

in the Figure 14. Battery rate meaning the ratio between charge or discharge current and 
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battery’s capacity to store a charge, capacity and safety of cathode material can be adjusted 

in the beginning of material production process. Stoichiometric ratio of metals in the 

molecular structure can be altered by variating feed flows of processed substances, and the 

precipitation can be conducted in a batch process or as a continuous process (Cheralathan et 

al. 2009, Cui et al. 2019, Van Bommel & Dahn, 2009, Kim & Kim, 2017). 

 

Figure 14  Triangular phase diagram of LiNiO2–LiCoO2–LiMnO2 and different compositions 

of NMC materials located based on their performance (Hou et al. 2017) 
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3  PRECIPITATION AS A UNIT PROCESS 

Precipitation is a chemical phenomenon, which can be used differentiate desired product 

from raw solution. The solubility of the compounds is a basic principle causing the 

precipitation, which happens via reagent called precipitant reacting with substance to be 

separated and forms solid precipitate. Different parameters affecting precipitation process, 

Pourbaix-diagrams and their utilization, supercritical fluid synthesis, and effect of core 

particles are discussed in this chapter. 

3.1 Affecting parameters 

 Precipitation process can be optimized via parameters like pH, temperature, concentration 

of different substances in solution, stirring speed and time of precipitation. Most critical of 

the above-mentioned parameters concerning physicochemical properties of precipitated 

cathode material powder are pH, concentration of chelating agent and stirring speed (Lee et 

al. 2004, Cui et al. 2019). 

3.2 Solubility 

Precipitate formation is defined by the temperature and pH and solubilities of the 

compounds, which provide guidelines of which ions form solids and which remain in their 

ionic form in the aqueous solution. As the planned process environment in this Thesis 

consists of hydroxide precipitation, the precipitation is achieved by increasing pH in the 

solution with the addition of sodium hydroxide, which in a certain pH, precipitates metal 

cations as metal hydroxides. Solubility curves of certain stable crystalline form metal 

hydroxides depicting an effect of pH on total solubility rate in the infinitely dilute solution 

are presented in the Figure 15. 

 

Figure 15  Solubility of metal hydroxides as a function of pH in the room temperature 

(McKerracher, 2012) 
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Curves depicting solubility of Ni(OH)2 Co(OH)2 show the solubility to increase with 

decrement of pH after it exceeds value 10, which is the result of higher hydrogen ion 

concentration in the solution. Hydrogen ions react more thoroughly with anionic part of 

mentioned metal hydroxides, causing a formation of water and dissolving metal ions. With 

a pH of about 10 the solubility of Ni(OH)2 and Co(OH)2 reaches its minimum. The increase 

of solubility after the pH exceeds a certain value is caused by excess of hydroxide ions, 

forcing involved metal to shift from passive region as a hydroxide precipitate to active region 

where metal ions form several different active and soluble oxide and hydroxide compounds. 

(McCafferty, 2010). This phenomenon can be interpreted from Pourbaix-diagrams, shown 

in Chapter 3.2.1, Figures 17-19.  

Hydroxide precipitation with sulfate solution as a raw material can be simplified as a single 

replacement reaction, where the sulfate anions are replaced by hydroxide ions. 

Simplification is made due to variance of present obtained substances such as for example 

sulfate complexes and unreacted anions and cations, when the reaction system contains 

metal-, sulfate and hydroxide species. Simplified scheme of single replacement reaction is 

shown in the Figure 16, where A is metal cation bound with replaced anion B e.g. sulfate. 

AB reacts with ionic compound consisting of cation C and anion D, in this case hydroxide. 

Single replacement happens between sulfate and hydroxide, leading to a formation of metal 

hydroxide as a product material  

 

Figure 16  Simplified scheme of single replacement reaction 

3.2.1 Pourbaix diagrams 

The Pourbaix diagram is an electrochemical diagram, also called as E-pH diagram or a 

potential-pH diagram. It provides thermodynamic information about stable phases of metals 

in an aqueous electrochemical system as a function of potential and pH. Diagram shows, at 

what potential and pH processed metal is oxidized (meaning it is active donor of electrons) 

and where it is protected from corrosion meaning it is immune or passive (Kopeliovich, 

2012). 
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Pourbaix diagrams are applied for example in defining optimal pH for precipitation of NMC 

cathode material by interpreting the pH region where all involved metal cations are in the 

passive region, without the dissolution of metals. After the pH exceeds a certain value, the 

metal ions react with excess hydroxides and several different compounds occur such as for 

example Ni(OH)4
2-, Co(OH)3

- and Mn(OH)3
-, which can be interpreted as an impurities 

regarding the desired NMC-(OH)2 solid formation. 

Pourbaix diagrams for nickel/water, cobalt/water and manganese/water in the temperature 

of 60 °C are presented in the Figures 17, 18 and 19, from which can be seen, that all 

precipitated substances can be precipitated as a solid hydroxide under the same pH of 10 –

12. Common range of electrode potential of metal hydroxides varies in the range of -0.5 – 

0V.  

 

Figure 17  Pourbaix diagram for the nickel/water system  

     

Figure 18 Pourbaix diagram for the cobalt/water system  
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Figure 19  Pourbaix diagram for the manganese/water system 

 

3.3 Supercritical fluid synthesis 

A supercritical fluid is a substance, that has exceeded its critical points regarding pressure 

and temperature or density and temperature, which means it behaves like a light liquid phase 

or very dense gas phase (Uddin et al. 2017). Supercritical fluid synthesis starts with 

dissolving all involved precursors in a solvent, followed by increasing certain parameter i.e. 

temperature or pressure to exceed the critical point, after which the crystallization is 

conducted. Supercritical synthesis method can be optimized by alternating for example 

pressure, temperature and crystallizer residence time, which can lead to more uniform and 

better shaped cathode material (Ye & Wai, 2003). 

In cathode material production processes supercritical fluid synthesis has been applied for 

example in the study conducted by Xie et al. (2012), where supercritical carbon dioxide 

(scCO2) was used to improve cathode material particle size, uniformity and removing 

impurities. 

Positive effect of supercritical carbon dioxide to particle shape and size distribution could 

be the result of its high diffusivity and near zero surface tension, which enables scCO2 to 

get into holes formed between crystallized plates and thriving them more apart, thus evening 

the particle size fluctuation. Although it has been noted, that the mechanism of formation of 

the cathode material having a narrower size distribution is not entirely clear, and further 

studies need to be conducted on the topic (Xie et al. 2012).  
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Study conducted by Lee & Teja (2006) suggested, that supercritical water is a feasible option 

as a solvent, in which LIB cathode material synthesis could be conducted. As results of the 

study depicted, supercritical water has a strong purifying effect on treated metal media, 

causing generally less agglomeration in the result precursor material. decreased 

agglomeration leads to more pure precipitate as the impurities attaching to a the precipitated 

phase decreased. Also, temperature where size, agglomeration and purity could be optimized 

was in the range above critical temperature of water, so supercritical water is respectable 

option for obtaining cathode material particles with high crystallinity (Lee & Teja, 2006). 

Example for experimental design involving supercritical CO2 for producing nanoparticles is 

shown in the Figure 20. 

 

Figure 20 Experimental design involving supercritical CO2 for nanoparticle production 

(Paliwal et al. 2014) 

Although utilization of supercritical fluid synthesis provides a competitive option for LIB 

cathode material production system, it has disadvantages compared to a precursor 

precipitation using ammonia and NaOH. Supercritical fluid synthesis requires high 

temperature and pressure, leading to more demanding compiling and operation of process. 

Due to mentioned requirements, it is also expensive to conduct (Carlson et al. 2005).  

3.4 Core particle utilization 

Utilization of core-shell particles in multicomponent precipitation has received a great deal 

of attention showing enhanced physical and chemical properties compared to their single-

component subjects of comparison (Radtchenko et al. 2001). Their use allows to design new 
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composite materials for several application fields, including catalysts, biology, drug delivery 

and batteries (Suryanarayanan et al. 2004, Ghosh Chaudhuri et al. 2012).  

In a study conducted by Sun et al. (2005) a spherical core-shell material using precipitated 

and processed Li[Ni0.8Co0.1Mn0.1]O2 as a core material to deliver high capacity near 200 

mAh‧g-1 and Li[Ni0.5Mn0.5]O2 as a shell material due to its ability to improve structural and 

thermal stability of produced cathode material, creating a core-shell particle with a formula 

of Li[(Ni0.8Co0.1Mn0.1)1-x(Ni0.5Mn0.5)x]O2. Scheme for formation process of mentioned core-

shell particle is presented in the Figure 21. Procedure was further examined, delivering 

Li[(Ni0.8Co0.1Mn0.1)0.8(Ni0.5Mn0.5)0.2]O2-formulated particles with enhanced retention, 

thermal stability and capacity qualities (Sun et al. 2006). 

  

Figure 21  Scheme of formation process concerning Li[(Ni0.8Co0.1Mn0.1)1-x(Ni0.5Mn0.5)x]O2-

particles (Sun et al. 2005) 

In other words, core particle utilization can result in wider variety of optimized properties, 

as it enables the possibility to combine different precursor materials with different 

performance profiles. By using core-particle co-precipitation method it is possible to obtain 
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cathode material with high tap density and enhanced electrochemical properties. (Sun et al. 

2006) 

In the study conducted by Kim & Kim (2017), core particles consisted of nickel rich mixture 

hydroxide Ni0.90Co0.05Mn0.05(OH)2, and shell consisted of so-called half-half hydroxide, 

Ni0.475Mn0.475Co0.05(OH)2. Precipitation process was done in a Couette Taylor crystallizer, 

and showed results depicting the most crucial operating parameters, which were rotation of 

inner cylinder of CT crystallizer, reactant concentration and mean residence time. 

 Results also showed, that CT crystallizer was about 10 times more efficient in precipitating 

core-shell particles than traditional MSMPR crystallizer due to toroidal flow motion 

compared to a random turbulent eddy. Operating principle of Couette-Taylor crystallizer is 

depicted in Figure 22.  

 

Figure 22  Simplified scheme of core-shell particle formation using continuous Couette-

Taylor crystallizer (Kim & Kim, 2017) 
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4  PRECIPITANTS FOR LITHIUM-ION BATTERY PRECURSORS 

Optimization of pH is very important part of cathode material precipitation and it is 

controlled by adjusting the ratios of precipitant and chelating agent. Suboptimal pH and 

temperature can for example cause manganese dioxide to form in temperatures which exceed 

60 °C, and its formation level rises by increased pH in the range where manganese hydroxide 

is not precipitated, interfering with desired product yield and its purity. Also, excess amount 

of ionic salts of sodium and presence of oxygen can in the same way ease the formation of 

manganese oxides (Lee et al. 2004).  

Precipitants sodium hydroxide NaOH, sodium oxalate Na2C2O4
2-, ammonium bicarbonate 

NH4HCO3 and sodium carbonate Na2CO3
 are discussed in this chapter in order to introduce 

traditional hydroxide precipitation and alternatively oxalate and carbonate precipitation of 

lithium-ion cathode material precursors. 

NaOH is commonly used precipitant in the cathode material production processes due to its 

availability, low cost, well known precipitation process, and being strong base, meaning 

ability to dissociate completely even at high pH (i.e. Cui et al. 2018, Ling-jun et al. 

2010, Kim et al. 2005). As NaOH is used for pH adjustment and as a precipitant, the most 

optimal pH range for precipitation reaction varies between 10 and 12, as the solubility of 

nickel, manganese and cobalt is can be optimized at its lowest in the mentioned range and 

hydroxide ion concentration is sufficient but not excessive, which would cause increased 

formation of several undesired compounds as mentioned in the Chapter 3.2.1 (Van Bommel 

& Dahn, 2009, Kim et al. 2005, Zhou et al. 2009, Cheralathan et al. 2009, Lee et al. 

2004). Tap density of precipitated NMC precursor varies between mentioned values, being 

affected by other factors such as chelating agent concentration, flow rate, and stirring speed 

(Lee et al. 2004, Kim & Kim, 2017).  

 

High tap density is preferable considering the ability to optimize volume specific capacity 

of the cathode material, which leads to enhanced electrochemical properties (Cui et al. 2019). 

Figure 23 depicts the dependence of NMC-cathode material’s tap density as a function of 

pH in a study conducted by Van Bommel & Dahn (2009). Relatively low tap densities are 

originating from relatively short reaction time of 5 hours, as growth of metal hydroxide 

occurs throughout the reaction time, resulting in higher tap density material. 
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Figure 23  Dependence of tap density as a function of pH (Van Bommel & Dahn, 2009) 

In the studies conducted by Zhao et al. (2014) and Cho et al. (2005), Sodium oxalate (shown 

in the Figure 24) was proposed to be a precipitant. After reaction between mixtures 

containing wanted metal sulfates/nitrates and sodium oxalate, precursor material was 

obtained with a molecular structure of Mn0.433Ni0.233Co0.233C2O4. As the precursor material 

was prepared, wanted cathode material formula Li1.1Mn0.433Ni0.233Co0.233O was achieved by 

making Li2CO3 and Mn0.433Ni0.233Co0.233C2O4 to react. Ratio between the concentrations of 

Mn, Ni and Co can be optimized simply by feeding them to a raw material flow in a desired, 

stoichiometric proportions. Also, when using sodium oxalate as a precipitant, transition 

metal hydroxides do not oxidize as when using NaOH, as the valence state of manganese 

remains as 2+. Occurrence of such impurities as for example MnOOH and MnO2 is reduced, 

leading to more homogenous product (Cho et al. 2005). 

 

 

Figure 24  Skeletal formula of sodium oxalate (Sigma-Aldrich, 2020) 
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Carbonate precipitation is an alternative route for precursor precipitation, where the 

precipitation is conducted using ammonium bicarbonate or sodium carbonate and the 

obtained precipitate is in the form of M(CO3)x. (Liu & Guo, 2012, Xiang et al. 2013, Zhang 

et al. 2005. Xiang et al. 2014). The study conducted by Liu et al. (2012) published results 

indicating ammonium bicarbonate to be more favorable precipitant than sodium carbonate 

due to presence of ammonium ions, which function as a chelating agent. Utilization of 

ammonium bicarbonate resulted in a more uniform particle size distribution and lower 

conglutination tendency of obtained precursor particles. Xiang et al. (2014) stated that 

carbonate precipitation as a reaction pathway is preferable compared to hydroxide 

precipitation when the treated media has a high manganese concentration, as with high 

hydroxide concentration the manganese can oxidize undesirably to Mn3+ or Mn4+ whereas 

with carbonate ion utilization the oxidation state of treated metals are kept in 2+ oxidation 

state, resulting in less heterogeneous sediment of precursor production outcome. Scheme 

showing synthetic route of carbonate precipitation to obtain LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4-cathode material 

is shown in the Figure 25.  

 

Figure 25  Synthetic route of carbonate precipitation (Cui et al. 2017) 

Carbonate precipitation is preferable option for precipitation of precursor material with 

excessively high desired share of manganese as for example shown in Figure 25 (Cui et al. 

2017). Utilizing hydroxide ions as a precipitant with such high manganese share can result 

in an increased formation of undesired compounds. Hence, the desired cathode material 

structure defines for its part the precipitation mechanism to be used.  
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5  CHELATING AGENTS FOR LITHIUM ION BATTERY PRECURSORS 

Chelating agent concentration and flow rate in a continuous precipitation process are critical 

factors in the precipitating environment, as they affect morphology, distribution and size of 

precipitated precursor particles (Lee et al. 2004), and enable treated metal ions to shift 

simultaneously to precipitate as a uniform hydroxide compound when applying hydroxide 

precipitation into the process environment (Barai et al. 2019). Possible options for chelating 

agent substance are presented in this chapter.  

5.1 NH3-solution  

Aqueous ammonia is a solution of ammonia in water. It is the most common used chelating 

agent due to its availability, and its relatively good chelating properties. Usage of NH3-

molecules to form complex with metal salts reduces and controls the reaction rate, so that 

metal hydroxides are gradually precipitated by decomposition of metal-ammonium complex.  

The release of metal salts to basic solution is slowed down and is followed by higher yield 

of dense, spherical hydroxide particles, as the formation of the complex permits greater 

control over the kinetics of overall reaction, and consequently of precipitation and crystal 

growth. (Shin, 1996, Aladjov, 1998).  

Van Bommel & Dahn, (2009) suggest that the spherical particle growth is caused by the 

increase of solubility of the metal hydroxide in the presence of ammonia, which happens 

through dissolution-recrystallization mechanism (Figure 26).  

 

Figure 26  Visualization of dissolution-recrystallization mechanism (Lu et al. 2013) 

Increased concentration of NH3 leads to formation of more uniform and spherical precursor 

material, leading to high packing density and hence high energy density cathodes (Lee et al. 

2004, Pimenta et al. 2017). Ammonia ions boost the formation of dense spherical hydroxide 

according to the following reactions (Cho, 2000): 
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0.34Ni2+(aq) + 0.33Co2+(aq) + 0.33Mn2+(aq) + xNH4OH(aq) 

→[Ni0.34Co0.33Mn0.33(NH3)n
2+](aq) + nH2O + (x−n)NH4OH(aq)      (1) 

[Ni0.34Co0.33Mn0.33(NH3)n
2+](aq) + 2 OH−(aq) +nH2O →  

Ni0.34Co0.33Mn0.33(OH)2(s)↓+nNH4OH(aq)                                     (2)                                                

5.2 EDTA 

EDTA (Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid) is an amino acid that has many uses in industry and 

medicine. It forms very strong complexes with ions of several metals such as calcium, 

magnesium, aluminum, iron, lead, copper, manganese, tin and zinc (Matteo, 2017). It is also 

more environmentally friendly option for chelating agent than more commonly used 

NH3/NH4OH, as it can be eliminated up to 80% using micro-organisms (Kaluza et al. 1998). 

In the study conducted by Xie et al. (2015) EDTA was used as a chelating agent due to its 

features of being able to simultaneously diminish reactivity of metal ions and leave them in 

a treated solution. The results of the study were promising; achieved cathode material sample 

delivered 192.3 mAh · g-1 initial discharge capacity, and after 100 cycles discharge specific 

capacity decreased only by 9.76%, from 178.3 to 160.9 mAh · g-1.  

Above mentioned results are quite possibly related to enhanced morphology and 

configuration of the precursor of cathode material, which is followed by utilization of EDTA 

as a chelating agent. These results were better than in the studies conducted with ammonia 

by Huang et al. (2014) where the discharge capacity decreased from initial 164 to 139 

mAh·g-1 during 100 cycles, Xu et al. (2015) where the drop was 36.3% during 100 cycles, 

and Zhu et al. (2015), where discharge capacity decreased from 180 to 140 mAh · g-1 during 

35 cycles. Skeletal formula of EDTA is shown in the figure 27. 

 

Figure 27  Skeletal formula of EDTA (Chemistry Libretexts, 2019) 
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6  THEORETICAL BACKGROUND OF REACTION KINETICS IN 

CONTEXT OF NMC-CATHODE PRECURSOR PRECIPITATION 

Basic calculations needed to obtain molar enthalpies, standard state Gibbs energy of 

formations and molar entropies of reactions needed in the cathode precursor precipitation 

simulations are presented in this chapter. Obtained values are needed for defining of 

unknown substances to Aspen Plus. Reaction system is divided into simplified reactions due 

to more orderly defining of simulated reaction system. Reactions present in the simulation 

are the ones provided by Van Bommel & Dahn (2009). 

6.1 Reaction system 

For the NiSO4·6H2O - CoSO4·7H2O - MnSO4·H2O – NH3 – NaOH-system with a desired 

ratio of Ni2+:Co2+:Mn2+ = 0.34:0.33:0.33, main chelating reaction is considered to be 

corresponding to reaction (3) (Cheralathan et al. 2009):  

0.34Ni2+(aq) + 0.33Co2+(aq) + 0.33Mn2+(aq) + xNH4OH(aq) 

→[Ni0.34Co0.33Mn0.33(NH3)n
2+](aq) + nH2O + (x−n)NH4OH(aq) (3) 

Which can be simplified and divided into the partial chelating reactions of: 

Ni2+(aq) + nNH3 (aq) ↔ [Ni(NH3)n
2+](aq)                 (4) 

           Co2+(aq) + nNH3 (aq) ↔ [Co(NH3)n
2+](aq)             (5) 

          Mn2+(aq) + nNH3 (aq) ↔ [Mn(NH3)n
2+](aq)             (6) 

Where n extents from 1 to 6, although in creating a simulated environment n is considered 

to extent from 1 to 4 due to the lack of chelating of manganese with higher amount of 

ammonia, and insignificant concentration of obtained chelate complexes of nickel and cobalt 

with five or six ammonia molecules. In addition to chelate reactions themselves also 

individual hydroxide precipitation reactions, autoprotolysis of ammonia and hydrolysis 

reaction of water are needed to be taken into account of when the aqueous chemistry 

equilibrium is defined:  

  Ni2+(aq) + 2 OH- (aq) ↔ Ni(OH)2 (s)↓            (7) 

Co2+(aq) + 2 OH- (aq) ↔ Co(OH)2 (s)↓            (8) 

           Mn2+(aq) + 2 OH- (aq) ↔ Mn(OH)2 (s)↓             (9) 

H2O (aq) ↔ H+(aq) + OH- (aq)   (10) 

NH3 (aq) + H2O (aq) ↔ NH4
+(aq) + OH-(aq)  (11) 
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Coexistent coordination of transition metals into reacting with hydroxide ions is deemed as 

a preferable reaction mechanism. Individually precipitated transition metals are interpreted 

as impurities and their share is minimized. 

The precipitation reaction is depicted in the reaction equation (12), which can be simplified 

as in the reaction equation (13):  

[Ni0.34Co0.33Mn0.33(NH3)n
2+](aq) + 2 OH−(aq) +nH2O ↔     

Ni0.34Co0.33Mn0.33(OH)2(s)↓+nNH4OH(aq)           (12) 

0.34[Ni(NH3)n
2+](aq) + 0.33[Co(NH3)n

2+](aq) + 0.33[Mn(NH3)n
2+](aq)                 

+2 OH-(aq) ↔ Ni0.34Co0.33Mn0.33(OH)2(s)↓ + nNH3 (aq)                                       (13) 

Defining of the presented chemical reactions in Aspen is demonstrated in the chapter 8.1, 

where initial output of simulated environment is illustrated. 

6.2 Basic calculations 

In order to begin the defining of studied substances into Aspen Plus-software, standard 

enthalpy of formation and Gibbs energy of formation are needed. Standard enthalpies are 

obtained using HSC-software, and Gibbs energy of formation can be calculated using 

equation (14), where ΔG = Gibbs free energy when the temperature is 298.15 K, T = 

Temperature and ΔS = Entropy change. 

ΔG = ΔH - TΔS                                                       (14) 

Where: 

ΔH˚ = ∑nΔHofproducts− ∑nΔHofreactants                                             (15) 

 ΔS˚ = ∑nΔSofproducts − ∑nΔSofreactants                                                     (16) 

Values are at first examined in standard environment. Ammonium hydroxide dissolves to 

NH4OH and H2O in a separate reaction in aqueous solution, leading to metal ligand 

formation reaction to be corresponding to chelating reactions (4 – 6) and metal hydroxide 

formation to chemical reaction (13), presented in the Chapter 6.1. 

Standard molar entropies, Gibbs energies and standard heat of formation of involved 

substances are presented in the Appendix (I). As the metal ligand compound and 

precipitation product are not commonly listed substances, HSC simulation software is 

applied to estimate used values of the mentioned compounds.  
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Molar enthalpy of formation calculations based on chemical equation (15) and values 

obtained from Appendix (I) regarding the formation of M(NH3)n
2+ and 

Ni0.34Co0.33Mn0.33(OH)2(s)↓ are presented in the Appendix (II). For example, the equation 

regarding the formation of ΔH˚(Ni(NH3)1
2+) is presented in the equation (17): 

ΔH˚(Ni(NH3)1
2+) = -159.07 -[(-64) + (-80)] = -13.07 kJ/mol        (17) 

Based on the calculated molar enthalpies of formation for different options of precipitation 

of NMC-cathode material precursor, it can be deduced that the formation of desired 

precipitate is very loosely endothermic reaction. This conclusion is obtained by 

approximating weighted average from obtained values of molar enthalpy of formation.   

Molar standard entropy for formation calculations of metal ligands M(NH3)n
2+ and 

precipitation product Ni0.34Co0.33Mn0.33(OH)2(s)↓ are calculated using information in 

Appendix (I) and equation (16) are presented in the Appendix (II). To set an example for 

calculations, molar standard entropy for formation of Ni(NH3)
2+ is presented in the equation 

(18): 

ΔSo(Ni(NH3)
2+) = 79.63 - [(-129) + 111)] = 97.63 J/(K·mol)      (18)       

Standard state Gibbs energy of formation calculations for reactions forming (M(NH3)n
2+) 

and Ni0.34Co0.33Mn0.33(OH)2(s)↓ are presented in the Appendix (II). For example, the 

equation depicting the Gibbs energy of formation of Ni(NH3)1
2+ is shown in the equation 

(19): 

        ΔG˚(Ni(NH3)1
2+) = -159.07 - 298.15 ·(79.63/1000) = -182.8 kJ/mol(19)   

According to definition of Gibbs free energy, reactions with ΔG < 0 are spontaneous, which 

means after mixing, there is no need for excess energy such as applying heat or physical 

work in order to conduct mentioned reactions. Mixing is generally applied into reactor in 

order to ensure thorough reaction surface for forming metal ligand and precipitant and to 

provide narrow particle size distribution (Lee et al. 2004)  

The simulated precipitation of NMC precursor material is defined to happen in four different 

reactions depending on the amount of ammonia molecules attached to metal ions during 

chelating phase. It cannot be directly said whether the precipitation of precursor is 

spontaneous or not, as the standard state Gibbs energy of formation varies greatly between 

the precipitation reactions of chelated complexes depending on the amount of involved 
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ammonia molecules. Gibbs energies of formation of Ni0.34Co0.33Mn0.33(OH)2(s)↓ regarding 

different precipitation reactions present in the reaction system are listed in the Table 2. 

Table 2  Gibbs energies of formation of Ni0.34Co0.33Mn0.33(OH)2(s)↓-precipitation reactions 

Ammonia molecules 

present in the reaction 

Gibbs energy of formation 

ΔG˚ (kJ/mol) 

1 -13.04 

2 39.51 

3 92.06 

4 144.61 

 

If the balanced median is calculated based on the reaction rates and formed chelate complex, 

it is probable for Gibbs free energy formation of precipitation phase to settle near zero, or 

just below it leading to the precipitation phase to be spontaneous. The reasoning is based on 

the factor, that most of the chelated metal ions are chelated with only one or two ammonia 

molecule as seen from the Table 3, which is indicated by equilibrium calculations conducted 

with MATLAB-script-defined initial feed flow ratio of Ni2+:Mn2+:Co2+ = 

0.015:0.0398:0.0152 mol/h for formed equilibrium state regarding the precipitation system. 

Equilibrium constants shown in the Table 5 in the Chapter 8.2.2 are applied, and time frame 

is set to be large enough to reach equilibrium state. 

Table 3  Distribution of chelate complexes 

Chelate complexes Outflow rate mol/h 

Ni(NH3)1
2+ 0.01766 

Ni(NH3)2
2+ 0.0069 

Ni(NH3)3
2+ 0.0007694 

Ni(NH3)4
2+ 2.68 · 10-5 

Mn(NH3)1
2+ 2.74 · 10-5 

Mn(NH3)2
2+ 3.136 · 10-12 

Mn(NH3)3
2+ 4.07 · 10-18 

Mn(NH3)4
2+ 3.56 · 10-23 

Co(NH3)1
2+ 0.0313 
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Co(NH3)2
2+ 0.00232 

Co(NH3)3
2+ 5.62 · 10-5 

Co(NH3)4
2+ 6.62 · 10-7 

 

As the stirring is applied into the process environment used in the references (Van Bommel 

& Dahn, 2009, Lee et al. 2004, Cheralathan et al. 2009), and as sensitivity analysis regarding 

temperature of CSTR (Chapter 8.5.3, Figure 40) depicts increased productivity of NMC 

precursor proportional to temperature, it could also imply that precipitation step is not 

strongly spontaneous. The nature of studied reaction system is later discussed in the Chapter 

8.3. 
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7  INTRODUCTION TO ELECNRTL-PROPERTY METHOD 

ELECNRTL is a property method included to Aspen due to the possibility of simulating 

processes involving electrolytes and salt precipitation. It resembles a lot of NRTL-model, 

with exception of it being able to solve simulated systems which contain electrolytes, as 

stated previously. It can handle both aqueous and mixed systems with strongly variating 

concentrations in calculating activity coefficients, enthalpies and Gibbs energies for 

electrolyte systems, and reduces to normal NRTL-model, when electrolyte concentrations 

become zero (Renon & Prausnitz, 1969), and it has been used by multiple authors (Chen et 

al. 1982, Lee et al. 2013, Sanku & Svensson, 2019, Hachhach, 2019). Model is based on two 

assumptions: 

1) The like-ion repulsion assumption assumes that local concentration of cations in the 

presence of other cations is zero and likewise for anions in the presence of anions, 

which means that locally there can be only one cation or anion, and other anions and 

cations do not distribute in the same location. This is explained by assumed strong 

repulsing forces between ions with the same charge. For example: any ion in the 

immediate presence of central ion of crystal lattice is always of opposite charge. 

2) The local electroneutrality assumption states that distribution of cations and anions 

around a central molecular species forms a net local ionic charge of zero. This can 

be seen in the molecular structure of salt crystals (Aspen Technologies Inc, 2006). 

ELECNRTL property method is fully consistent with Non-Random-Two-Liquid Redlich-

Kwong property method: As the molecular interactions are calculated similarly, data for 

NRTL-RK can be applied into calculation of molecular interaction parameters of 

ELECNRTL. NRTL parameters for molecule-molecule, molecule-electrolyte and 

electrolyte-electrolyte pair interactions, pure component dielectric constant coefficient 

(CPDIEC) and Born radius of ionic species are concluded as adjustable parameters for the 

electrolyte NRTL model. Last two mentioned adjustable parameters for the electrolyte 

NRTL model are needed only in calculations for mixed solvent electrolyte systems.  

When conducting modelling of precipitation in Aspen Plus, effect of temperature, formation 

enthalpy model and Gibbs free energy model are main concerns in order to execute 

simulation study.  
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The pure component dielectric constant coefficients of nonaqueous solvents and Born radius 

of ionic species are required only for mixed-solvent electrolyte systems. The temperature 

dependency of the dielectric constant of solvent B is calculated followingly: 

                                      𝜀𝐵(𝑇)  =  𝐴𝐵  +  𝐵𝐵( 1/𝑇 −  1/𝐶𝐵)                (20) 

Temperature affects energy parameters according to the equations (21), (22) and (23). 

NRTL-centric parameters consist of nonrandomness factor α and energy parameters τ, which 

are calculated using adjustable coefficients A, B, C, D, E, F and G. B and B’ depict molecules, 

a, a’ and a’’ anions and c, c’ and c’’ cations. Coefficients A, B, F, G and α are present in 

molecule-molecule interactions, and coefficients C D E and α in molecule-electrolyte and 

electrolyte-electrolyte interactions. Tref is commonly defined to be 298.15K (Haydary, 2019). 

Parameter names, symbols, number of elements, default values and units are shown in the 

Appendix (III) Table 1. 

1. Molecule-molecule binary parameters:  

                            𝜏𝐵𝐵′ =  𝐴𝐵𝐵′ +
𝐵𝐵𝐵′

𝑇
+ 𝐹𝐵𝐵′ ln(𝑇) +  𝐺𝐵𝐵′𝑇        (21) 

2. Electrolyte-molecule pair parameters: 

                              𝜏𝑐𝑎,𝐵 = 𝐶𝑐𝑎,𝐵 +
𝐷𝑐𝑎,𝐵

𝑇
+ 𝐸𝑐𝑎,𝐵 [

𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓−𝑇

𝑇
] + ln (

𝑇

𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓) 

    𝜏𝐵,𝑐𝑎 = 𝐶𝐵,𝑐𝑎 +
𝐷𝐵,𝑐𝑎

𝑇
+ 𝐸𝐵,𝑐𝑎 [

𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓−𝑇

𝑇
] + ln (

𝑇

𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓)         (22) 

 
 

3. Electrolyte-electrolyte pair parameters:  

𝜏𝑐´𝑎,𝑐´´𝑎 = 𝐶𝑐´𝑎,𝑐´´𝑎 +
𝐷𝑐´𝑎,𝑐´´𝑎

𝑇
+ 𝐸𝑐´𝑎,𝑐´´𝑎 [

𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 − 𝑇

𝑇
] + ln (

𝑇

𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓
) 

         𝜏𝑐𝑎´,𝑐´´𝑎 = 𝐶𝑐𝑎´,𝑐´´𝑎 +
𝐷𝑐𝑎´,𝑐´´𝑎

𝑇
+ 𝐸𝑐𝑎´,𝑐´´𝑎 [

𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓−𝑇

𝑇
] + ln (

𝑇

𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓)  (23) 

 

Enthalpy model for electrolyte NRTL property method is depicted in the equations (24), 

(25), (26), and (27). Molar enthalpy (Hm*) in the equation (24) is calculated by first 

calculating pure water molar enthalpy Hw in the equation (25), enthalpy contribution 

from a non-water solvent (H*,l
s) from equation (26) where (H*,v

s-Hs
*,ig)(T, p) is vapor 

enthalpy evaporation contribution to liquid enthalpy, and aqueous infinite dilution 

thermodynamic enthalpy (H∞
k) from equation (27). Index k indicates any ion or molecule 
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media which is dissolved calculated by default from aqueous infinite dilution heat 

capacity expression. Unavailable parameter k values are calculated using Criss-Cobble 

correlation for ionic solutes. (Haydary, 2019) 

                              𝐻𝑚
∗ =  𝑥𝑤𝐻𝑤 + ∑ 𝑥𝑠 𝐻𝑠

∗,𝑙 + ∑ 𝑥𝑘𝐻𝑘
∞ +  𝐻𝑚

𝑜𝐸                 (24) 

 

            𝐻𝑤 =  ∆𝐻𝑓
𝑖𝑔(298.15𝐾

+  ∫ 𝐶𝑝,𝑘
𝑖𝑔𝑇

298.15
𝑑𝑇 +  𝐻𝑤,(𝑇,𝑃) −  𝐻𝑤,(𝑇,𝑃)

𝑖𝑔
(25) 

 

                         𝐻𝑠
∗,𝑙 =  𝐻𝑠

∗,𝑖𝑔
+ (𝐻𝑠

∗,𝑣 −  𝐻𝑠
∗,𝑖𝑔

)𝑇,𝑝 − ∆𝐻𝑠,𝑣𝑎𝑝(𝑇)              (26) 

 

                             𝐻𝑘
∞ =  ∆𝐻𝑘

∞,𝑎𝑞
+  ∫ 𝐶𝑝,𝑘

∞,𝑎𝑞
𝑑𝑇

𝑇

298.15
                       (27) 

 
ELECNRTL Gibbs free energy model consists of equations (28), (29), (30), (31) and (32). 

Molar Gibbs free energy (Gm
*) in the equation (28) is calculated by first calculating molar 

Gibbs free energy of pure water µw calculated from the ideal gas distribution at 298.15 K and 

the departure function (µw -µw
ig)(T, P), solving Gibbs free energy contribution from a non-

water solvent in activity coefficient model (µ*,l
s), calculating aqueous infinite dilution 

thermodynamic potential µ∞
k using equations (31) and (32). Term (ΔfH

∞,aq
k) means aqueous 

infinite dilution heat of formation, term (ΔfG
∞,aq

k) means aqueous infinite dilution Gibbs free 

energy and term RTln(1000/Mw) is added to scale molal terms to mole fraction scale 

(Haydary, 2019).  

𝐺𝑚
∗ =  𝑥𝑤µ𝑤 +  ∑ 𝑥𝑠µ𝑠

∗,𝑙
𝑠 +  ∑ 𝑥𝑘µ𝑘

∞
𝑘 + 𝑅𝑇 ∑ 𝑥𝑗𝑙𝑛𝑥𝑗𝑗 +  𝐺𝑚

∗𝐸   (28) 

                       µ𝑤 =  µ𝑤
𝑖𝑔(298.15𝐾

+ (µ𝑤 − µ𝑤
𝑖𝑔

)𝑇,𝑃                          (29) 

          µ𝑘
∞ =  𝐻𝑘

∞ −  𝑇𝑆𝑘
∞ + 𝑅𝑇𝑙𝑛(

1000

𝑀𝑤
)                             (30) 

 

                                    𝐻𝑘
∞ =  ∆𝑓𝐻𝑘

∞,𝑎𝑞
+  ∫ 𝐶𝑝,𝑘

∞,𝑎𝑞
𝑑𝑇

𝑇

298.15
                          (31) 

 

     𝑆𝑘
∞ =  

∆𝑓𝐻𝑘
∞,𝑎𝑞

−∆𝑓𝐺𝑘
∞,𝑎𝑞

298.15
+  ∫

𝐶𝑝,𝑘
∞,𝑎𝑘

𝑇

𝑇

298.15
𝑑𝑇                    (32) 

In the calculations of long-range interaction contribution, Pitzer-Debye-Hückel formula (eq. 

33) is applied. Mentioned formula is normalized to mole fractions of unity for solvent and 

zero for electrolytes. Symbols, explanations and equations, of concepts are presented in the 

Appendix (III), Table 2. 
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𝐺𝑚
∗𝐸,𝑃𝐷𝐻

𝑅𝑇
=  −(∑ 𝑥𝑘𝑘 )(

1000

𝑀𝐵
)0.5 (

4𝐴𝜙𝐼𝑥

𝜌
) ln (1 +  𝜌𝐼𝑥

0.5)       (33) 

After Pitzer-Debye-Hückel formula for long range interaction is derived, activity coefficient 

γi
*PDH is obtained. Derived equation is shown below. 

             𝑙𝑛𝛾𝑖
∗𝑃𝐷𝐻 =  − (

1000

𝑀𝐵
)

0.5

𝐴𝜙[(
2𝑧𝑖

2

𝜌
) ln(1 +  𝜌𝐼𝑥

0.5) +  
𝑧𝑖

2𝐼𝑥
0.5−2𝐼𝑥

3/2

1−𝜌𝐼𝑥
0.5 ]  (34) 

ELECNRTL uses the infinite dilution aqueous solution as the reference state for ions and 

adopts the Born equation in order to notice the transformation of the infinite dilution aqueous 

solution ionic state to the infinite dilution aqueous solution. (Aspen Technologies Inc, 2001). 

Born equation is shown in equation (35). 

                                                
𝐺𝑚

∗𝐸,𝐵𝑜𝑟𝑛

𝑅𝑇
=  

𝑄𝑒
2

2𝑘𝑇
(

1

𝜀
− 

1

𝜀𝑤
)(

∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑧𝑖
2

𝑖

𝑟𝑖
)10−2                 (35) 

Where ri = Born radius 

Equation for obtaining activity coefficient γi
*Born is derived from equation (35) and shown as 

equation (36): 

                                        𝑙𝑛𝛾𝑖
∗𝐵𝑜𝑟𝑛 =

𝑄𝑒
2

2𝑘𝑇
(

1

𝜀
−

1

𝜀𝑤
)

𝑧𝑖
2

𝑟𝑖
10−2                          (36) 

When studying the local interaction contribution, relation of local mole fractions Xji and Xii 

of elements j and i can be depicted as shown in equation (37): 

𝑋𝑗𝑖

𝑋𝑖𝑖
= (

𝑋𝑗

𝑋𝑖
)𝐺𝑗𝑖                                        (37) 

Symbols, explanations and possible equations for concepts being present in the equation (t) 

are presented in the Appendix (III) Table 2.  

As the simulated system contains more than two solubles in a dissolvent media, 

multicomponent system calculation model of ENRTL is applied. The excess Gibbs energy 

expression for the mentioned model is depicted in the equation (38). Elements j and k can 

represent any present species: anion, cation, solvent are symbolized as a, c, B, respectively. 

                         
𝐺𝑚

𝐸,𝑙𝑐

𝑅𝑇
=  ∑ 𝑋𝐵

∑ 𝑋𝑗𝐺𝑗𝐵𝜏𝑗𝐵𝑗

∑ 𝑋𝑘𝐺𝑘𝐵𝑘
𝐵 +  ∑ 𝑋𝑐 ∑ (

𝑋𝑎

∑ 𝑋𝑎´´𝑒´´
)

∑ 𝑋𝑗𝐺𝑗𝑐,𝑎´𝑐𝜏𝑗𝑐,𝑎`𝑐𝑗

∑ 𝑋𝑘𝑘 𝐺𝑘𝑐,𝑎`𝑐
𝑎´ +𝑐

                                   ∑ 𝑋𝑎𝑎 ∑ (
𝑋𝑐

∑ 𝑋𝑐´´𝑐´´
)

∑ 𝑋𝑗𝐺𝑗𝐵𝜏𝑗𝐵𝑗

∑ 𝑋𝑘𝐺𝑘𝐵𝑘
𝑐´                                                       (38) 

Activity coefficient for molecular components present in the studied media are obtained via 

equation (39), for cations activity coefficient is obtained via equation (40) and for anions via 
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equation (41). Explanations of the contents of the functions are presented in the Appendix 

(III) Table 3. 

𝑙𝑛𝛾𝐵
𝑘 =  

∑ 𝑋𝑗𝐺𝑗𝐵𝜏𝑗𝐵𝑗

∑ 𝑋𝑘𝑘 𝐺𝑘𝐵
+ ∑

𝑋𝐵𝐺𝐵𝐵´

𝑋𝑘𝐺𝑘𝐵´
𝐵 + (𝜏𝐵𝐵´ −  

∑ 𝑋𝑘𝐺𝑘𝐵´𝜏𝑘𝐵´𝑘

∑ 𝑋𝑘𝐺𝑘𝐵´𝑘
) +

      ∑ ∑
𝑋𝑎

∑ 𝑋𝑎´𝑎´

𝑋𝑐𝐺𝐵𝑐,𝑎´𝑐

∑ 𝑋𝑘𝐺𝑘𝑐,𝑎´𝑐𝑘
(𝜏𝐵𝑐,𝑎´𝑐 − 

∑ 𝑋𝑘𝐺𝑘𝑐,𝑎´𝑐𝜏𝑘𝑐,𝑎´𝑐𝑘

∑ 𝑋𝑘𝐺𝑘𝑐,𝑎´𝑐𝑘
) +𝑎´𝑐

                       ∑ ∑
𝑋𝑐

∑ 𝑋𝑐´´𝑐´´
𝑐𝑎

𝑋𝑎𝐺𝐵𝑎,𝑐´𝑎

∑ 𝑋𝑘𝐺𝑘𝑎,𝑐´𝑎𝑘
(𝜏𝐵𝑐,𝑐´𝑎 −  

∑ 𝑋𝑘𝐺𝑘𝑎,𝑐´𝑎𝜏𝑘𝑎,𝑐´𝑎𝑘

∑ 𝑋𝑘𝐺𝑘𝑎,𝑐´𝑎𝑘
)                 (39) 

 

                  
1

𝑧𝑐
𝑙𝑛𝛾𝑐

𝐼𝑐 =  ∑ (
𝑋𝑎´

𝑋𝑎´´
)

∑ 𝑋𝑘𝐺𝑘𝑐,𝑎´𝑐𝜏𝑘𝑐,𝑎´𝑐𝑘

∑ 𝑋𝑘𝐺𝑘𝑐,𝑎´𝑐𝑘
𝑎´´ +  ∑

𝑋𝐵𝐺𝑐𝐵

𝑋𝑘𝐺𝑘𝐵
(𝜏𝑐𝐵 −

∑ 𝑋𝑘𝐺𝑘𝐵𝜏𝑘𝐵𝑘

∑ 𝑋𝑘𝐺𝑘𝐵𝑘
) +𝐵´

                 ∑ ∑ (
𝑋𝑐´

∑ 𝑋𝑐´´𝑐´
)𝑐´𝑎

𝑋𝑎𝐺𝑐𝑎,𝑐´𝑎

∑ 𝑋𝑘𝐺𝑘𝑎,𝑐´𝑎𝑘
(𝜏𝑐𝑎,𝑐´𝑎 −  

∑ 𝑋𝑘𝐺𝑘𝑎,𝑐´𝑎𝜏𝑘𝑎,𝑐´𝑎𝑘

∑ 𝑋𝑘𝐺𝑘𝑎,𝑐´𝑎𝑘
                     (40) 

 

                   
1

𝑧𝑐
𝑙𝑛𝛾𝑎

𝐼𝑐 =  ∑ (
𝑋𝑐´

𝑋𝑐´´
)

∑ 𝑋𝑘𝐺𝑘𝑎,𝑐´𝑎𝜏𝑘𝑐,𝑐´𝑎𝑘

∑ 𝑋𝑘𝐺𝑘𝑎,𝑐´𝑎𝑘
𝑐´´ +  ∑

𝑋𝐵𝐺𝑐𝐵

𝑋𝑘𝐺𝑘𝐵
(𝜏𝑐𝐵 −

∑ 𝑋𝑘𝐺𝑘𝐵𝜏𝑘𝐵𝑘

∑ 𝑋𝑘𝐺𝑘𝐵𝑘
) +𝐵´

                 ∑ ∑ (
𝑋𝑐´

∑ 𝑋𝑐´´𝑐´
)𝑐´𝑎

𝑋𝑎𝐺𝑐𝑎,𝑐´𝑎

∑ 𝑋𝑘𝐺𝑘𝑎,𝑐´𝑎𝑘
(𝜏𝑐𝑎,𝑐´𝑎 −  

∑ 𝑋𝑘𝐺𝑘𝑎,𝑐´𝑎𝜏𝑘𝑎,𝑐´𝑎𝑘

∑ 𝑋𝑘𝐺𝑘𝑎,𝑐´𝑎𝑘
                 (41) 

 

After calculating different Gibbs energies via equations 33, 35 and 38, the Gibbs energy for 

the whole system of interaction for component i can be obtained via equation (42): 

                                          
𝐺𝑚

∗𝐸

𝑅𝑇
=  

𝐺𝑚
∗𝐸,𝑃𝐷𝐻

𝑅𝑇
+  

𝐺𝑚
∗𝐸,𝐵𝑜𝑟𝑛

𝑅𝑇
+  

𝐺𝑚
∗𝐸,𝐼𝑐

𝑅𝑇
                (42) 

Where term  
𝐺𝑚

∗𝐸,𝑃𝐷𝐻

𝑅𝑇
 equals to Gibbs energy for long range interaction contribution obtained 

from the Pitzer-Debye-Hückel-formula, (known as the Pitzer-Debye-Hückel expression),   

𝐺𝑚
∗𝐸,𝐵𝑜𝑟𝑛

𝑅𝑇
 meaning Gibbs energy of transfer of ionic species form the infinite dilution state in 

a mixed-solvent to the infinite dilution state in aqueous phase (known as the Born equation) 

and term   
𝐺𝑚

∗𝐸,𝐼𝑐

𝑅𝑇
 meaning the excess Gibbs energy. 

As explained earlier, activity coefficients for different interacting sections are obtained by 

differentiating involved Gibbs energy equations. The activity coefficient for the whole 

system of interaction for component i can be obtained from the equation (43): 

                                           𝑙𝑛𝛾𝑖
∗ = 𝑙𝑛𝛾𝑖

∗𝑃𝐷𝐻 +  𝑙𝑛𝛾𝑖
∗𝐸,𝐵𝑜𝑟𝑛 +  𝑙𝑛𝛾𝑖

∗𝐼𝑐                           (43) 
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8  SIMULATION 

Creation and defining of Aspen Plus-simulation for producing Ni0.34Co0.33Mn0.33(OH)2(s)↓-

precursor is introduced in this chapter. In order to obtain and apply logical reaction system 

into simulated process environment, MATLAB-software was used to visualize the kinetics 

of each substance present in the simulation, and to estimate reasonable initial feed flows for 

metal ions present in the simulation. Reaction pathway first proposed by Lee et al. (2004) 

was used as a model for chelating reaction mechanism. 

8.1 Initial output 

The studies used as a base for the simulation are the ones conducted by Cheralathan et al. 

(2009), and Van Bommel & Dahn (2009), due to utilization of substances commonly used 

in the market with NH3 as a chelating agent and NaOH as a precipitant, and also due to 

equilibrium constants and mass balances provided by Van Bommel & Dahn (2009) for 

determining the concentration of species present in the reactor. The process set-ups proposed 

by Van Bommel & Dahn (2009) and Cheralathan et al. (2009) are also simple enough to be 

credibly simulated. Simplified scheme of imitated process environment is presented in the 

Figure 28. 

 

Figure 28  Simplified scheme depicting process environment for precursor production 

(Cheralathan et al. 2009) 

Based on the presentation of arguments in the Chapter 7, ENRTL is the most suitable 

property method for simulating process involving precipitation of ionic species. ENRTL-

RK (Redlich-Kwong-extension) is applied in the simulation blocks in order to correct for 
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attractive potential of molecules and correct for volume due to it collapsing to traditional 

NRTL-RK-property method when all ionic species are removed from simulated fluid phase 

(Aspen Technology Inc. 2010). 

CSTR is applied to simulated environment as it is commonly used reactor type in the 

references (i.e. Lee et al. 2004, Cheralathan 2009, Noh & Cho, 2012, Cui et al. 2019). It has 

to be noted that Aspen Plus assumes perfect mixing and that all phases are always in 

equilibrium. Hence, effect of different stirring speeds or variance of residence time can’t be 

properly examined. 

 

CSTR-reactor volume is initially set to be 2l, and its pH is adjusted to be in the optimal range 

using correct amount of NaOH, temperature for precipitation reactor is set 60 °C. Although 

in some references (Lee et al 2004, Kim & Kim, 2017) stirring speed is underlined to be one 

of the main optimized parameters when obtaining the optimal process environment for 

precipitation of secondary particles, it cannot be defined in the parameters of conducted 

Aspen-simulation, leading to assumption that resistance of mass transfer is insignificant. 

Residence time is 10 hours and sensitivity analysis for it is conducted later.  

2 M aqueous solution of NiSO4·6H2O, CoSO4·7H2O and MnSO4·H2O with a molar 

composition needed to obtain the chelate ligands in the desired ratio is fed into reactor 

continuously, with an inflow of 0.035 l/h, leading to a 0.07 mol/h molar inflow. Appropriate 

metal feed ratio is defined via MATLAB-script by iterating the feed rate values until the 

concentration of chelated metals is near the desired 0.34:0.33:0.33 in order to ensure 

adequacy of chelated compounds with each treated metal in the precipitation phase. To 

generate co-precipitation of metal hydroxides, NaOH solution is fed into the reactor with 

rate adjusted to the hydroxide precipitation. The feed rate is chosen according to Van 

Bommel & Dahn (2009), also taking account of molar ratio between OH--anions and 

M(NH3)n
2+-cations. The molar ratio between involved metal ions, ammonia and hydroxide 

feeds are later analyzed via sensitivity analyses shown in the chapter 8.5. 

Chelation of metal ions consists of six reactions, where the amount of ammonia bound into 

the metal ion structure varies between 1 – 6, although in the simulation the amount of 

ammonia molecules in the chelate compounds vary between 1 – 4 due to insignificance of 

compounds with more ammonia molecules, and in order to simplify the simulated reaction 

system. Molar weights, standard enthalpies, standard entropies and standard heats of 
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formation of formed complex ions obtained via HSC-software needed in the simulations are 

provided in the Appendix (I) Table 1.  

The substances defined to be a part of the Aspen simulation are shown in the Appendix (IV) 

Figure 1, where MOH2 is alias for precipitated NMC-precursor. Initial defining of 

substances is presented in the Appendix (IV) Figure 2. 

As the chelated complexes and hydroxide precipitate are not in the databanks of Aspen, they 

are defined using information found in the Appendix (I), listing the incidence on different 

atoms in the molecule and drawing a presumed structure of each complex ion. Complex ions 

are named solely based on the chelated metal and amount of ammonia chelating it, for 

example NiNH32 implies a nickel ion chelated by two ammonia molecules. Significance of 

missing properties of present substances is discussed later in the chapter 9.8 considering 

uncertainty factors. Although normal boiling point and specific gravity are needed for more 

specific defining of user-defined substances, they are left blank as they are unknown. 

Table 4 shows the definition of incidence of each atom in the complex ion. “E-” implies the 

charge of defined molecule, in this case it is set to be -2, as the value of E- is defined to be 

equivalent to surplus of electrons present in the compound. 

Table 4  Presence of each atom present in the “NiNH32”  

Atom type Number of occurrences 

Ni 1 

N 2 

H 6 

E- -2 

 

Assumed graphical structure of Ni(NH3)2
2+ is shown in the Figure 29. The drawn structure 

is the closest approach to what could be thought as a correct structure for Ni(NH3)2
2+. 

Structure is drawn using MolView-software due to limited drawing properties of Aspen. 
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Figure 29  Assumed molecular structure of Ni(NH3)2
2+ 

Molecular structure of NixCoyMnz(OH)2(s)↓-precursor is most likely resembling a structure 

shown in the Chapter 2.3 Figure 13, but without lithium ions. The precipitate is uncharged 

compound and it’s charges have been equalized by six hydroxide ions in the structure, as it 

includes three metal ions with oxidation state of 2+ inside a unit cell. Stoichiometric structure 

of studied substance includes two hydroxide groups in order to satisfy the stoichiometric 

balance in the precipitation reaction system. Proposed molecular structure for NMC-(OH)2  

unit cell is shown in the Figure 30. 

 

Figure 30  Assumed molecular structure of NixCoyMnz(OH)2(s)↓-precursor unit cell 

After initial defining of chelated complexes and desired precursor material, reaction sets can 

be defined in the “Chemistry”-section. Set C-1 contains reactions present in the chelating 

phase and C-2 reactions present in the precipitation phase. C-1 is presented in the Figure 31 

and C-2 in the Figure 32. 
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Figure 31  Reactions present in the chelating phase 

  

Figure 32  Reactions present in the precipitation phase 

After defining of chemistry in the simulation, the property analysis regarding the compliance 

of the defined properties with the laws of chemistry and physics can be conducted. Results 

of property analysis emerge in the “Control panel”-tab, informing on possible warnings and 

errors occurring in the properties. Results with used settings and parameters are shown in 

the Figure 33. With entered parameters there is no errors and warnings that affect the 

calculations of chelating phase, as the warnings concern mainly the fact that user defined 

chelating products are not found in the databanks and structures of substances are not 

defined.  
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Figure 33  Warnings with current defined property settings 

In order to conclude the defining of user defined compounds, standard enthalpy of formation 

DHFORM, standard free energy of formation DGFORM, solid enthalpy of formation 

DHSFRM for MOH2, aqueous free energy of formation at infinite dilution DGAQFM, 

aqueous phase heat of formation DHAQFM and Helgeson infinite dilution enthalpy of 

formation DHAQHG for Co(NH3)
2+ are defined. Due to lack of references, the mentioned 

values are solely estimated to be the ones estimated using HSC-software. Parameters defined 

by user are shown in the Figure 34. 

 

Figure 34  User-defined parameters in the simulated process environment 

8.2 Defining of simulated environment 

After conducting the property analysis for simulation, process route is chosen based on the 

existing information and simulation output is obtained and defined.  
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8.2.1 Utilization of MATLAB 

 In order to obtain the specific concentrations of substances in the outflow from the chelating 

phase and estimate properly outflow profile of CSTR in a continuous NMC-precursor 

production process, a MATLAB-script was created based on the equilibrium constants 

provided by Van Bommel & Dahn (2009). Assumptions regarding initial simulation 

environment were made that A) the inflow of sulfate media, ammonia and sodium hydroxide 

are 0.07 mol/h, 0.05 mol/h and 0.1 mol/h, B) the ratio of chelated compounds is near the 

desired 0.34:0.33:0.33. There is a slight fluctuation in the ratio between chelated metal ions, 

as the approximation of sulfate media feed flow affects indirectly to the chelating phase 

outcome. Metal feed ratio is approximated to provide chelating ratio as close as possible to 

the desired ratio due to its effect on the final metal ratio in the obtained NMC-cathode 

material precursor. Mentioned MATLAB-script, differential functions it contains and graph 

depicting CSTR outflow profile are presented in the Appendix (V), Figures 1, 2 and 3. It has 

to be noted that even though the chelation can happen to the extent of six ammonia 

molecules, written syntax and conducted simulation take account for up to four ammonia 

molecules due to the insignificance of formed chelating ligands with five or six ammonia 

molecules, and to simplify the differential equations and simulation environment. 

When the duration time for MATLAB-model of CSTR-reactor is defined to be long enough 

(100 h.) to reach the proximity of equilibrium state between the reactions present in the 

simulated environment, the ratio of metal feed Ni2+:Co2+:Mn2+ sets to be 

0.015:0.0152:0.0398 mol/h respectively. Larger share of manganese in feed is explained 

through its significantly lower equilibrium/reaction rate constants when forming complexes 

ammonia. If the desired ratio for metals in chelation state is near 0.34:0.33:0.33 before the 

precipitation step, lower equilibrium constants for manganese are compensated by 

increasing its inflow in order to reach the desired chelating ratio before steering the chelated 

media into the precipitation phase. 

8.2.2 Equilibrium constants  

Equilibrium constants for each present reaction are provided in the Table 5. Initial 

concentration for NH3 is calculated assuming its’ feed flow consists of 10 M NH3 fed with 

a volume flow of 0.005 l/h, leading to 0.05 mol/h molar feed, imitating the experiment 

conducted by Van Bommel & Dahn (2009). As the molar flows of metal media and ammonia 
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are defined, equilibrium constants can be used to define the molar flow for obtained ligand 

species. Equilibrium constants for NMC-hydroxide precipitation are assumed to be 10 in 

order to ensure its prevalence compared to individual precipitation and reactions are 

compiled by following the reaction pathway introduced by Lee et al. (2004). Selection of 

assumed precipitation equilibrium constants is discussed later in the chapter 9.1.  

Table 5 Reactions present in the simulation and their equilibrium constants. (Van Bommel 

& Dahn, 2009) 

Equilibrium reaction K Log K 
  Ni Mn Co 

M2+ + NH3 ↔ [M(NH3)]
2+ K1 2.81 1.00 2.10 

M2+ + 2NH3 ↔ [M(NH3)]2
2+ K2 5.08 1.54 3.67 

M2+ + 3NH3 ↔ [M(NH3)]3
2+ K3 6.85 1.70 4.78 

M2+ + 4NH3 ↔ [M(NH3)]4
2+ K4 8.12 1.30 5.53 

M2+ + 5NH3 ↔ [M(NH3)]5
2+ K5 8.93  5.75 

M2+ + 6NH3 ↔ [M(NH3)]6
2+ K6 9.08  5.14 

NH3 + H2O ↔ NH4 + OH- Kb -4.80 -4.80 -4.80 

M(OH)2 ↔ M2+ + 2 OH- Ksp -

15.22 

-12.70 -14.89 

H2O → H+ + OH- Kw -14 -14 -14 

0.34 Ni(NH3)2+ (aq) + 0.33 Mn(NH3)2+ (aq) + 0.33 Co(NH3)2+ 

(aq) + 2 OH- (aq) ↔ Ni0.34Co0.33Mn0.33(OH)2(s)↓ + NH3 (aq) 

K7 1 

0.34 Ni(NH3)2
2+ (aq) + 0.33 Mn(NH3)2

2+ (aq) + 0.33 Co(NH3)2
2+ 

(aq) + 2 OH- (aq) ↔ Ni0.34Co0.33Mn0.33(OH)2(s)↓ +   2 NH3 (aq) 

K8 1 

0.34 Ni(NH3)3
2+ (aq) + 0.33 Mn(NH3)3

2+ (aq) + 0.33 Co(NH3)3
2+ 

(aq) 2 OH- (aq) ↔ Ni0.34Co0.33Mn0.33(OH)2(s)↓ +    3 NH3 (aq) 

K9 1 

0.34 Ni(NH3)4
2+ (aq) + 0.33 Mn(NH3)4

2+ (aq) + 0.33 Co(NH3)4
2+ 

(aq) 2 OH- (aq) ↔ Ni0.34Co0.33Mn0.33(OH)2(s)↓ +    4 NH3 (aq) 

K10 1 

 

As the literature seems to be scarce on the topic of temperature-related equilibrium constant 

parameters regarding reactions in the precipitation of NMC, equilibrium constants are 

defined for A-parameter only. The reactions are defined solely by using equilibrium 

constants, CSTR defines mass transfer to be perfect and all phases to be always in an 

equilibrium, leading to theoretically infinite residence time.  Equilibrium constant setting 

example in Aspen Plus is shown in the Appendix (IV) Figure 3. 

8.3 Reaction mechanism 

The reaction principle is that without chelating phase, nickel, manganese and cobalt ions 

react with hydroxide ions in a low quantity forming undesired Ni(OH)2, Mn(OH)2 and 

Co(OH)2-precipitates. Although the formation rate of individual precipitates are defined to 

be very small in the initial process environment due to chelating phase principle suggesting 
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the formation of individual hydroxides can be avoided, they are being taken account of in 

the reaction equilibria phase. Logic in the chelating step is that present metal ions are 

chelated separately into ammonia chelate complex, and in the precipitation phase the metal 

ions shift into a multi metal precipitate compound of which mixture ratio is defined by the 

ratio between rates of chelated metal ions. This is deduced from the equilibrium reactions 

provided by Van Bommel & Dahn (2009), chelating reaction pathway is suggested by Lee 

et al. (2004) and in this work MATLAB-script has been written to solve the reaction 

equilibria.  

According to Barai et al, (2019) it is reasonable to assume, that desired metal hydroxide 

precipitation occurs only between ammonia complexes and hydroxide ion. Ammonia is then 

released in the formation reaction of mixture hydroxide, which leads to conclusion, that it 

functions as a catalyst towards the desired precipitation phase, as it enables the formation of 

wanted substance without itself elapsing. Reasoning explaining the vital part of ammonia in 

the formation of NMC-cathode precursor is proposed to be following: as the individual 

hydroxide precipitates occur if the chelating agent is not applied, it can be deduced that 

ammonia prevents phase separation into several different precipitates and results into 

homogenous precipitate with molar ratio of chelated metals (Lee et al. 2004). Alternatively, 

Van Bommel & Dahn (2009) have proposed, that metal ammonia complex interacts with 

metal hydroxides thus increasing the solubility of the hydroxide precipitates, leading to 

decreased rate of precipitated individual precipitates. This is a consequence of slowed 

reaction rate between metal ions and hydroxide ions (Lee et al. 2004). 

As both of proposed principles for chelating phase are credible, pathway proposed by Lee at 

el. (2004) is applied in the simulations of the work environment as it seems to be logical and 

it’s successful modeling is realistic, especially in view of the aspect that this is the first time 

for such system to be modeled so thoroughly. Simulating the chelating principle proposed 

by Van Bommel & Dahn (2009) is more problematic to model as the principle of increased 

solubility of hydroxide precipitates due to increased volume of metal ammonia complex in 

the solution is less straight-forward: the solubility changes are directly proportional to the 

rate of fed ammonia, and all information and parameters regarding the kinetics of reached 

proposed equilibrium are unknown.  

In the initial Aspen Plus simulation individual hydroxides are not defined as solids due to 

their insignificant concentration, which is caused by ammonia’s assumed effect of 
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preventing the undesired solids formation. Simplified mechanism of precipitation process 

with chelating phase based on the Lee et al. (2004) reasoning is shown in the Figure 35. The 

ammonia molecules depicted as pink balls are depicted to isolate free metal ions from the 

rest of the solution forming a chelate cloud consisting of several different chelate compounds 

such as Ni(NH3)
2+, Mn(NH3)2

2+, Co(NH3)4
2+ etc. After formation of chelate cloud, hydroxide 

ions depicted as black balls precipitate the metal ions attached to ammonia molecules, 

leaving ammonia into the solution. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 35  Pictorial of simplified reaction mechanism 
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After reasoning of reaction logic, proper defining of reactions present in the reactor can be 

done. Figures 4 and 5 in the Appendix (IV) contain reaction series for chelating and 

precipitation phase in the constructed Aspen Plus model. The mentioned reaction sets are 

not activated in the simulation due to Aspens quality of demanding a reaction set to be 

defined in the simulation section, and not just in properties. 

Following premises are taken account when the reactions are defined; all involved reactions 

are equilibrium reactions, this includes also the formation of unwanted individual 

precipitates with a significantly low concentrations providing theoretical presence of 

mentioned precipitates in the chelating phase. Equilibrium constants for formation of chelate 

ligands are used in a manner where the reaction rate constant for opposite reaction is set as 

unity, and reaction rate constant for formation of the complex is calculated based on constant.  

Chelate hydroxide precipitation reactions are relatively slow, so the reaction rate constants 

are estimated to be significantly lower than the ones used for the chelate formation equilibria. 

Dynamic CSTR model of Aspen plus assumes all involved phases to be always in an 

equilibrium. Initial guess for equilibrium constant for mentioned reactions is valued to be 

10, as mentioned in the Table 5, due to the lack of information about activation energy and 

pre-exponential factor for mentioned reactions. Assumed value is also significantly higher 

than ones for the precipitation of individual precipitates due to favoring the NMC-

precipitation in simulated process containing ammonia. The selection of reaction rate 

constants is discussed further in the Chapter 9.1. 

8.4 Process flowsheet 

Suggested and simulated flowsheet for the LIB precursor precipitation system suggested in 

this work is shown in the Figure 36. Flowsheet consists of mixer tank, CSTR-reactor, solids 

separator column and split phase block. Block settings are explained in detail in the Chapter 

8.4.1. The selection of process blocks, and comparison of optional blocks is discussed in the 

Chapter 9.9. 
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Figure 36  Flowsheet of precipitation process 

8.4.1 Initial block settings for Aspen Plus -simulation 

Settings for mixer (block B1) are following; pressure 1 bar, valid phases are set to be liquid 

only and temperature is 60 °C. Separate mixing tank is used in order to simplify the reaction 

system by dividing the chelation and precipitation into different process blocks. All 

substances are in liquid form in the mixing tank. Individually precipitating Ni(OH)2, 

Co(OH)2 and Mn(OH)2 are not set as a solid due to their very low concentrations and 

assumed increased solubility due to presence of ammonia (Lee et al. 2004). Solubilities of 

all mentioned undesired precipitates are significantly higher than occurring quantities in the 

simulation environment, so it is presumable for them to be in a conventional form.  

NMC-hydroxide precipitation is initially set to happen in the CSTR-reactor (block B2), 

which is set followingly: pressure 1 bar, temperature 60 °C, valid phases liquid only, 

residence time 10 hours and volume 2 l. The reactions for CSTR are defined in the 

Chemistry-section, shown in the Figure 32. Process feed flows are intentionally set to be low 

in order to obtain more proportional results regarding optimal precipitation parameters as in 

the references (i.e Lee et al. 2004, Van Bommel & Dahn, 2009, Cheralathan et al. 2009, 

Dong et al. 2019, Yudha et al. 2019). 
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Separation of final product from process media recycling is conducted in the separator (block 

B6), where the separation is set to steer only obtained Ni0.34Co0.33Mn0.33(OH)2(s)↓ into 

product stream and all other substances back into circulation. Split phase (block B11) is 

added in order to satisfy mass and charge balances and is set to recycle 70% of non-

precipitated media.  

Stream results with initial settings are shown in the Appendix (VI) Table 1. DISPOSAL-

stream is not included as it consists of completely same molar ratios as RECYCLE-stream 

with a ratio of 0.3:0.7. 

The pH range of simulated environment is assumed to be corresponding to one in the 

research used as a model for developed simulation. As the molar feed flows and reactor setup 

are fixed to imitate as closely as possible study conducted by Van Bommel & Dahn (2009), 

the pH is assumed to be near reported 10.2, providing increased precipitation of NMC-(OH)2 

and not Ni(OH)2. More accurately conducted defining of production dependence on process 

pH is proposed to be one of the main suggestions of improvement in the chapter 9.5. 

According to literature, the optimal pH-value of precipitation of NixCoyMnz(OH)2(s)↓ falls 

between 10 and 12 (Cheralathan et al. 2009, Lee et al. 2004, Barai et al. 2019, Van Bommel 

& Dahn, 2009). 

8.5 Sensitivity analyses 

Sensitivity analyses for obtaining optimal process conditions and to test the credibility of 

simulated process environment are presented in this chapter. Analyses are conducted for 

molar feed ratios between ammonia, hydroxide and metal media, CSTR-reactor's 

temperature and inlet feeds metal ion molar ratio. Based on the obtained initial results, the 

simulation regarding the precursor productivity can be improved. Results are further 

analyzed and compared to results obtained previously in the literature regarding the 

production lithium ion battery cathode material precursors.  

8.5.1 Effect of ammonia feed flow on the rate of obtained precursor 

Sensitivity analysis conducted for ammonia feed flow showed, that highest rate of 

Ni0.34Co0.33Mn0.33(OH)2(s)↓ was precipitated, when the ammonia feed flow reached 55 

mmol/h inflow, leading to NH3:metal molar ratio to be roughly 0.8, when the hydroxide 

inflow is 0.1 mol/h. With mentioned values, NMC-precursor is gained 7.04 mmol/h. In the 

study conducted by Cheralathan et al. (2009) mentioned ratio was studied within the range 
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of 0.6 – 1.2, with conclusion that when the NH3:metal molar ratio is 1.0 and pH is 11.5 –

11.6, the tap-density of precipitated NMC-precursors is optimized. In the study conducted 

by Van Bommel & Dahn (2009) Ni0.34Co0.33Mn0.33(OH)2(s)↓ tap density is optimized with 

NH3:metal ratio of 0.7 and pH-value being 10.  

Calculations made by Aspen in order to obtain the results for sensitivity analysis are made 

by replacing the defined value of NH3 inflow in the desired range. Declining trend of 

Ni0.34Co0.33Mn0.33(OH)2(s)↓-yield after reaching the NH3-feed maximum at 55 mmol/h could 

be proposed to be caused by equilibrium state of the precipitation reactions moving towards 

the direction of source material, which means the metal ammine complexes and hydroxide 

ions don’t react as extensively as with lower ammonia feed flow. Graph of sensitivity 

analysis regarding the ammonia feed flow is shown in the Figure 37. 

  

Figure 37   Ammonia feed flow sensitivity analysis 

The result on the optimal NH3:metal ratio given by Aspen Plus simulation can interpreted as 

credible as it is within the studied range. Although the comparison between the results of 

simulated model and results in literature is problematic due to results of researches being 

given in terms of tap densities and not in molar rates of formed NMC-precursor, the vicinity 

of obtained ratio is reasonable. 

8.5.2 Effect of hydroxide feed flow on the rate of obtained precursor 

With sensitivity analysis conducted in the range of 0.075 mol/h – 1.5 mol/h, obtained results 

are more comparable with references provided by literature, as the graph shows a clear peak 

for optimal hydroxide feed rate at inflow of 0.8 mol/h providing precipitation rate of 10.2 
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mmol/h and starts to decline linearly as the pH increases, which would imply about increased 

individual precipitation, or alternatively formation of several different oxide and hydroxide 

compounds. Graph depicting mentioned sensitivity analysis is shown in the Figure 38, and 

solubility curves of Ni(OH)2 and Co(OH)2 are depicted in the Figure 15 Chapter 3.2, 

showing a compatible trend with outcome resulting increased individual occurrence of 

hydroxides. Further measures and factors concerning the reliability of hydroxide feed flow 

analysis are discussed in the Chapter 9.5. 

 

Figure 38  Hydroxide feed flow sensitivity analysis in the range of 0.075-1.5 mol/h 

8.5.3 Temperature of CSTR 

Sensitivity analysis regarding the effect of precipitation reactor temperature on the molar 

rate of precipitated NMC-precursor showed the increased trend of desired formation from 

20 °C up to 72.5 °C, with a maximum formation rate of 7.3 mmol/h, after which the NMC-

precursor yield graph declined. This may give some indication about the nature of 

precipitation phase, as the increased yield being proportional to the temperature increase 

indicates the reaction being endothermic to certain point. Reliability of this result is later 

discussed in the Chapter 9.3.  

As the temperature related parameters for reaction equilibrium constants are not defined, the 

explanation for temperature’s non-linear trend on precipitate yield can be found from the 

defined temperature-dependent correlation parameters (CPDIEC) for activity of ammonia, 

which are in this case AB = 7.15611, BB = 5712.58, CB = 298.15. With CSTR’s temperatures 

60 °C, 72.5 °C and 80 °C the temperature dependence gives for ammonia results 5.14 K-1, 

4.52 K-1  and 4.17 K-1 respectively. In order to obtain mentioned values for temperature 

dependence, equation 20 from chapter 7 was used.  
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General pure component solid heat capacity variance affects the precursor yield by 

increasing it when the solid heat capacity is decreased and vice versa. The solid heat capacity 

(CPSP0-1) is defined to be 19.62 cal/mol·K for Ni0.34Co0.33Mn0.33(OH)2(s)↓, providing 

outflow of 7.04 mmol/h. 

Temperature also affects energy parameters accountable for molecule-molecule binary, 

electrolyte-molecule pair and electrolyte-electrolyte pair interaction. Although it has to be 

noted that in the current simulated environment parameters have only been given for 

interactions between NH4
+, SO4

2- and OH- -ions, the conclusion is that the mentioned 

interactions have an impact on precipitation of NMC as hydroxide ions interacts with other 

ionic species besides metal ammines.  

In the studies conducted by Lee et al. (2004), Barai et al. (2019), Cheralathan et al. (2009), 

Zhou et al. (2009), Zhu et al. (2011), Van Bommel & Dahn (2009) and Kim & Kim (2017) 

the precipitation temperatures were fixed to 55, 60, 45, 25, 25, 60, and 50 °C respectively. 

This gives an indication of validity of the result for optimal temperature for producing NMC-

precursor. Discussion regarding validity of results takes place in the Chapter 9.3. Graph 

depicting the temperature of CSTR sensitivity analysis is shown in the Figure 40. 

 

Figure 40  CSTR temperature sensitivity analysis 

8.5.4 Recycling ratio 

Sensitivity analysis recycling ratio regarding the liquid phase present in the 

Ni0.34Co0.33Mn0.33(OH)2(s)↓-production showed inclining trend up to ratio of 82.5% and 

0.012 mol/h yield of desired NMC-precursor, after which the software is unable to solve 
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properly mass balance. Ineptitude to solve mass balance is a consequence of accumulation 

of certain substances, such as water. 

Aspen uses equation (44) to solve component mole balance in RCSTR: 

𝑅𝑖

𝑆𝑖
=  

𝐹𝑖
𝑖𝑛

𝑆𝑖
−

𝐹𝑖
𝑜𝑢𝑡

𝑆𝑖
+

∑ 𝐺𝑖,𝑗𝑗 𝑉𝑗

𝑆𝑖
     (44) 

Where Ri = Residual value for equation i, kmol/s 

Si = Scaling factor 

   Fj
in = Molar flow rate of component i into the reactor, kmol/s 

  Fj
out = Molar flow rate of component i out of the reactor, kmol/s 

    Gi,j = Molar generation rate of component i in phase j, kmol/m3‧s 

     Vj = Volume of phase j in the reactor 

 

After addition of recycling ratio, the productivity of desired precipitate formation increases 

as the residual value of equations generating the NMC-precursor increases with addition of 

molar flow rate of source material into the reactor. Recycling ratio sensitivity graph is shown 

in the Figure 41. 

  

Figure 41  Recycling ratio sensitivity analysis 

8.5.5 Inlet feeds metal ion molar ratio 

Sensitivity analyses regarding NiSO4·6H2O, MnSO4·H2O and CoSO4 ·7H2O were conducted 

in the range of 0.005 – 0.03, 0.015 – 0.06 and 0.005 – 0.03 mol/h respectively. Sensitivity 

analysis regarding nickel sulfate inlet flow predicted Ni0.34Co0.33Mn0.33(OH)2(s)↓-yield to 
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reach maximum at 7.5 mmol/h, after which the rate of obtained precipitate decreased. 

Variating manganese sulfate feed flow showed linear dependency between MnSO4·H2O’s 

flow rate and Ni0.34Co0.33Mn0.33(OH)2(s)↓-yield, and sensitivity analysis on the effect of 

CoSO4·7H2O showed linear decrease in precipitation rate with addition of cobalt sulfate. 

The effect of feeding the sulfate media in even proportions was also studied.  

Based on the results of variating sulfate media feed flows deduction can be made, that 

limiting factor for precipitate formation in continuous precipitating process is manganese 

sulfate’s feed rate due to its significantly lower equilibrium constants when forming 

ammonia complexes. Addition of nickel or cobalt reduces the availability of ammonia as a 

chelating agent for manganese, thus leading to un-desired ratio of chelated metal ions in 

precipitation phase and decreased precipitation rate of Ni0.34Co0.33Mn0.33(OH)2(s)↓. This also 

explains significantly lower rate of precipitation when molar ratios are 0.34:0.33:0.33 

compared to 0.015:0.0398:0.0152. Molar feed ratio of 0.34:0.33:0.33 resulted in 

precipitation rate of 2.25 mmol/h, where initial feed flow ratio resulted in 7.04 mmol/h.  

Results regarding individual variance of each present sulfate media are shown in the Figures 

42, 43, 44.  

 

Figure 42  Effect of NiSO4-feed flow variance on precursor yield 
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Figure 43  Effect of MnSO4-feed flow variance on precursor yield 

 

Figure 44  Effect of CoSO4-feed flow variance on precursor yield 
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9 DISCUSSION 

This section analyses the results obtained in the chapter 8.5 to resolve if the simulation model 

adequate. Recommendations for the further research are also discussed. Based on the 

comparison between literature and simulated outcome, the proposed experimental design 

regarding the validation of obtained results is proposed in the Chapter 10. 

9.1 Kinetics and activation energy of desired precipitation reaction 

As stated in the Table 5, the equilibrium constants for precursor precipitation reactions are 

set to be 10, which after defining the reverse reaction rate constant to be 1, results in a 

precipitation reaction rate constant of 10. The initial equilibrium constant estimation is 

valued to be 10 in order to execute initial simulated process successfully, as the value being 

higher than the ones provided for precipitation of Ni(OH)2, Mn(OH)2 and Co(OH)2 results 

in significantly higher formation rate for Ni0.34Co0.33Mn0.33(OH)2(s)↓ than for individual 

hydroxide precipitation.  

For analyzing the effect of variating equilibrium rate constant, the Arrhenius equation is 

applied. Mentioned equation is shown in the equation (45): 

k = Ae-Ea/RT                                                   (45) 

Where  k = reaction rate constant 

A = pre-exponential factor 

Ea = Activation energy 

R = Gas constant 

T = temperature 

Which can be adapted to solve time period between the start of experiment and onset of 

precursor particle growth, also known as induction time according to Dong et al. (2019), as 

follows: 

ln (τ) = - ln(A) + Ea/(kB · T)                                  (46) 

Where   τ = induction time 

kB = Boltzmann’s constant = 0.0831451 kJ/(mol·K) (BYJUS’s, 2019) 

Based on measurements conducted by Dong et al. (2019) the activation energy for initially 

compiled simulation settings is determined to be 44.8 kJ/mol. This value is measured for 
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metal mixing ratio with manganese share of 50% whereas in the conducted simulation, the 

share of manganese is 56%. Graph depicting the relationship between induction time and 

share of manganese in the feed solution in different temperatures is depicted in the Figure 

45.  

  

Figure 45  Effect of share of manganese on induction time in different temperatures (Dong et 

al. 2019) 

As seen from the Figure 45, the induction time is 200 seconds when the share of manganese 

is 50% in the temperature of 60 °C. The pre-exponential factor is solved by using the 

corrected equation (46), resulting in a value of ln (A) = 10.88. As the pre-exponential factor 

and activation energy are known, the reaction rate constant can be calculated using the 

equation (45), which leads rate constant to be 0.005 s-1, opposite value of induction time in 

the mentioned measuring point.  

When the equilibrium constants for precipitation reactions are changed in simulation from 

10 to 0.005, initial precursor yield decreases from 7.04 mol/h to 0.025 mmol/h, which is 

logical seeing forward reaction rate towards the precipitation of precursor material decreases 

strongly. 

Strongly decreased equilibrium constant affects the obtained optimal NH3:metal ratio to be 

0.007 resulting in a precursor yield of 0.0525 mmol/h, which is the consequence of 

precipitation reaction equilibrium shifting more strongly towards the product material due 

to decreased rate of unreacted ammonia in the process environment. This is a following of 

more thorough reaction between metal ions and ammonia, as the equilibrium constants for 

chelating reactions are significantly higher than for precipitation.  Graph depicting ammonia 
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feed flow sensitivity analysis conducted in a changed process environment is shown in the 

Figure 46. 

 

Figure 46  Effect of NH3-feed when equilibrium constants of precipitation are 0.005 s-1 

Sensitivity analysis regarding hydroxide feed flow showed a maximum of precursor yield to 

be obtained, when the hydroxide feed flow was 1.275 mol/h. Precursor yield with mentioned 

hydroxide feed rate reached the value of 0.007 mol/h, while with original reaction settings 

the maximum of obtained precursor material was 0.01 mol/h with hydroxide feed rate of 0.8 

mol/h. Even though the simulation does not take into account occurrence of individual 

precipitation in the increased pH-levels, the outcome is interpreted to be logical consequence 

of diminished reaction rate. There is a need for greater source material concentration to reach 

the maximum precursor yield and generally yield is lower than with higher equilibrium 

constant. Graph depicting hydroxide feed flow sensitivity analysis conducted with changed 

process parameters is shown in the Figure 47. 

 

Figure 47  Effect of hydroxide feed when equilibrium constants of precipitation are 0.005 s-1 
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In order to study the operation of simulation with intensified precipitation compared to initial 

reaction settings, the equilibrium constant of precursor precipitation phase was increased 

from 10 to 20, leading to the increase of desired Ni0.34Co0.33Mn0.33(OH)2(s)↓-outflow from 

7.04 mmol/h to 7.12 mmol/h. With increased precipitation equilibrium constants, sensitivity 

analyses regarding ammonia and hydroxide feed flows and temperature of CSTR were 

conducted.  

The ammonia feed flow sensitivity analysis (Figure 48) showed a slight increase in ammonia 

feed flow needed to maximize the precursor particle formation. This is a consequence of 

higher concentration of treated metals in precipitation phase, as ammonia is needed in larger 

quantity to reach the equilibrium state between chelating and precipitation phases. With 

equilibrium constant of 20, the maximum product flow of precipitated precursor reaches the 

molar flow of 0.0145 mol/h.  

 

Figure 48  Ammonia feed flow sensitivity analysis when Kprecipitation = 20 

After increasing the equilibrium constant the hydroxide feed flow (Figure 49) showed an 

incline in required hydroxide feed flow to reach maximal precipitation of precursor, shifting 

from 0.8 mol/h and 0.01 mol/h product outflow to hydroxide feed flow of 0.825 mol/h, 

product outflow remaining approximately in the same range. The precipitation rate 

constancy is explained by chelated media being a limiting factor.  
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Figure 49  Hydroxide feed flow sensitivity analysis when Kprecipitation = 20 

Temperature sensitivity analysis (Figure 50) with increased equilibrium constants showed 

the optimal temperature to increase from 72.5 °C to 90 °C, leading to 

Ni0.34Co0.33Mn0.33(OH)2(s)↓-precipitation rate of 7.55 mmol/h. The optimal temperature 

increase is proposedly caused by temperature dependent interaction parameters which take 

into account of chelate and hydroxide ions interacting with each other more extensively. The 

position variance of equilibrium between present reactions implies the precipitation to be 

endothermic in the temperature range of conducted tests, as the equilibrium shifts more 

strongly towards the product material in increased temperature. 

 

Figure 50 Temperature sensitivity analysis when Kprecipitation = 20 

9.2 Inserting the individual precipitation and MnO2 

Although the effect of increased pH on the precipitation of individual hydroxides is 

interpreted to be challenging task and their formation can be avoided by adjusting the process 

environment, an attempt was made to study the possibility to include the occurrence of 

Ni(OH)2, Mn(OH)2, Co(OH)2 and MnO2 impurities to simulated process environment in 

order to conclude more realistic simulation.  
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9.2.1 Individual precipitants 

In order to study the effect of individual precipitation on needed molar feed flows and 

parameters regarding the precipitation of Ni0.34Co0.33Mn0.33(OH)2(s)↓, equilibrium rate 

constants for substances Ni(OH)2, Co(OH)2 and Mn(OH)2 were defined to be larger than in 

the initial simulation environment. This logically results in a greater yield of individual 

precipitates, but as the kinetic data regarding the conducted process is interpreted to be 

scarce, new defined equilibrium constants are defined so that in the sensitivity analysis 

regarding the effect of hydroxide feed flow the rate of mentioned precipitates increase within 

the range where precipitation of precursor starts to decrease. The reasoning is that as the 

steady-state of the continuous precipitation in CSTR is affected by several parameters 

including concentrations of present substances, temperature and pH, the equilibrium of 

individual precipitation is defined to correspond to the phenomena present in the literature 

regarding the increase of mentioned precipitation as the pH increases enough.  

After the reaction system with corresponding precipitation order is conducted, the effect of 

altering different parameters affecting the precipitation of precursor material can be studied. 

Hydroxide feed flow sensitivity analysis conducted for reaction system with increased 

individual precipitation equilibrium constants is shown in the Figure 51. Graph is conducted 

with altering equilibrium constants of precipitation of individual hydroxides to be near 148 

whereas the equilibrium constant of precipitation of precursor particles is set to be 10. 

 

Figure 51  Hydroxide feed flow sensitivity analysis with decreasing precursor precipitation 

dependent on increase of individual precipitation 

After defining the simulated environment to correspond the precipitation order with 

increasing hydroxide concentration introduced in the literature (Van Bommel & Dahn 2009, 

Kim & Kim 2017, Pimenta et al. 2017, Lee et al. 2004, Barai et al. 2019), sensitivity analyses 

regarding temperature and ammonia feed flow were conducted. Ammonia feed flow 
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sensitivity analysis didn’t show changes in optimal feed ratio values, but temperature 

sensitivity analysis showed a slight decrease in optimal temperature, declining from 72.5 °C 

to 68 °C. Obtained result is closer to process temperatures used for example in the studies 

conducted by Cheralathan et al. (2009), and Van Bommel & Dahn (2009), which have served 

as models for simulation, giving indicatively more comparable result of optimal temperature 

regarding the precipitation process. 

Hence, increased formation of individual precipitation causes the optimal equilibrium of 

precipitate formation to settle in a lower temperature than initially obtained, implying the 

strong effect of temperature on the reaction equilibrium. Increased interaction of metal ions 

and hydroxide anion diminishes the formation of desired precursor precipitate more 

thoroughly as the temperature’s effect increases the more the equilibrium constant is set to 

be.  

9.2.2 Manganese dioxide  

Manganese dioxide can occur in the reaction vessel if the atmosphere contains air, which 

causes the formation of MnO2 due to reaction between excess elemental manganese and 

oxygen. Mentioned reaction is following: 

 Mn2+
 (aq) + O2 (g) → MnO2 (s)                               (47) 

The undesired precipitate formation can be avoided by conducting the precipitation process 

in an inert atmosphere such as nitrogen (Qiu et al. 2018, Cui et al. 2018). The effect of 

possible manganese dioxide formation is studied by applying the reaction equation (47) into 

the simulated environment with equilibrium constant K = 6.2 · 10-3 (Sinha et al. 2010). As 

the oxygen is not present in the simulation, it is added with inflow of ammonia in order to 

enable the formation reaction to happen. The flowrate of oxygen is defined to be 0.1 l/hr. 

With mentioned additions the precursor flowrate decreased from 7.04 mmol/h to 6.82 

mmol/h, while the manganese dioxide outflow from CSTR reactor was 7.0 · 10-12 mol/h, 

being only 3.18 · 10-6 % of decreased precursor productivity. As the difference between 

product outflows diminished significantly more than manganese dioxide has formed, the 

conclusion is drawn that reactive atmosphere reduces the precipitation of 

Ni0.34Co0.33Mn0.33(OH)2(s)↓ more extensively than just reacting with manganese.  

If the manganese concentration is high enough, it can oxidize from Mn2+ to Mn3+, forming 

undesired MnOOH-compound (Xiang et al. 2014). Also, the literature regarding the effect 
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of oxygen in the NMC precursor precipitation process is interpreted to be scarce, further 

research is needed to fully understand the differences between gases used in the mentioned 

process.  

9.3 Temperature 

In the study conducted by Dong et al. (2019) the formation of primary precipitation particles 

was measured at four different temperatures (50, 55, 60 and 65 °C) by observing the 

extinction of ultraviolet light as a function of reaction time. As a result, it was reported, that 

inert period (time frame during of which the precipitant and precipitated substance are mixed 

but have not yet reacted) extended to about 200 seconds and growth region for NMC-

particles extended from about 500 seconds to about 1200 seconds. Graph depicting the 

function between ultraviolet light extinction and formation of Ni0.25Mn0.75C2O4-precursor 

when T = 50 °C is shown in the Figure 52. Inert period has been market as “I” and growth 

region as “III”. 

 

Figure 52  UV-light extinction as a function of Ni0.25Mn0.75C2O4-particle formation time 

(Dong et al. 2019) 

Precipitation particle growth starting point, also referred as induction time (τ) is marked to 

be a crossing between extrapolated trendlines of non-reactive time frame and growth region. 

As all precipitation particle growth starting points with varying temperatures were 

determined, the function between induction time and temperature could be visualized. 

Mentioned graph is shown in the Figure 53. 
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Figure 53  Induction time of Ni0.25Mn0.75C2O4-particle formation as a function of temperature 

(Dong et al. 2019) 

As seen from the Figure 53, the inert time frame decreases with temperature increase 

between 50 – 65 °C. This result matches the one provided by Aspen simulation sensitivity 

analysis in Chapter 8.5.3, Figure 40, as decreased induction time implies increased 

precipitation in continuous precipitation process. Although Dong et al. (2019) states the 

analysis to be valuable for any cathode material precipitation system including hydroxide 

precipitation, further research is needed to validate the correspondence between oxalate 

precipitation and hydroxide precipitation.  

If hydroxide inflow is decreased or water inflow increased, the optimal temperature 

decreases significantly. For example, if the hydroxide feed in NAOH-stream is lowered from 

0.1 mol/h to 0.08 mol/h, the optimal temperature drops from 72.5 to 42.5 °C, and maximum 

yield from 7.2 mmol/h to 6.1 mmol/h. Graph depicting mentioned adjustment is shown in 

the Figure 54.  

 

Figure 54  Temperature sensitivity analysis when hydroxide inflow is 0.008 mol/h 
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Reasoning for this effect could be rationalized by temperature dependent interaction 

parameters which take account of hydroxide ions interacting with other ionic species such 

as NH4
+, H+, and Na+. The shape of obtained graph changes due to lowered interaction 

between species excluding the mentioned ions, and intensified interaction with ammonia 

complex. Lowered local maximum for Ni0.34Co0.33Mn0.33(OH)2(s)↓ -yield is explained by 

equilibrium settling closer to source material than with the original hydroxide feed flow.  

Changing ENRTL-RK parameter accountable for Gibbs energy, enthalpy and entropy 

between the interactions of molecules and ions (GMENCD-1) from 1420.24 and -471.82 to 

1 and 1 results in temperature sensitivity curve to become linearly decreasing. This implies, 

that interaction between hydroxide ions and other ionic species has a major impact on 

choosing the best process temperature in obtaining NMC-precursor. Further studies 

regarding the relationship between process temperature and interaction of present ions are 

needed to fully investigate the nature of precipitation of NMC-precursor in different 

temperatures.  

9.4 Ammonia feed flow  

According to studies conducted by Cui et al. (2018) and Lee et al. (2004) the ratio between 

treated metal media and fed ammonia affects the morphology and particle size distribution, 

which is seen as uniformity and roughness in obtained particles, as the ammonia feed flow 

is increased. The optimization of precipitation environment is done by adjusting the feed 

flows of NH3 and NaOH simultaneously. According to Cheralathan et al. (2009) optimal 

NH3:metal ratio is 1.0 when pH is between values 11.5 – 11.6. Cui et al. (2018) obtained 

result 1.4 in the fixed pH-value of 11.2 and Lee et al. (2004) reported optimal ratio to be 

0.18, when pH was 11.  

 When comparing result obtained with initial Aspen simulation stating the optimal ratio is 

0.8 in the pH of about 10, it can be stated that while the simulated local maximum is credible, 

there are lot of uncertainties to take into account. Stirring adjustment is not included in the 

simulation, while it has shown to have an impact on the result of obtained NMC-precipitates 

(Lee et al. 2004, Noh & Cho 2012). Optimal ratios in mentioned studies are measured by 

optimizing tap density of precursor particles, based of which is deduced, that if the tap 

density is maximized via using certain NH3:metal ratio the induction time is reduced thus 

leading to greater cumulative rate of formed primary particles, leading to more uniform 
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agglomeration of growing NMC-particles. Also, the molar ratios of nickel, cobalt and 

manganese vary in studies used as a reference, which adds uncertainty to comparison of 

obtained results. 

As stated in the Chapter 8.5.1, the decrease in the rate of obtained precipitate could be the 

result of equilibrium shifting towards the source materials. In the study conducted by 

Cheralathan et al. (2009), this can be seen as a sharp decline in tap density, as at pH 11.59 

tap density decreases from 2.0 g/cm3 to 1.5 g/cm3 when NH3:metal molar ratio increases 

from 1.0 to 1.2. Further research regarding the topic is necessary. Modification of 

precipitated particles with different NH3:metal ratios are shown in the Figure 55. depicting 

increase of uniformity and roughness of particles with addition of ammonia. This is a 

consequence of ammonia slowing down the reaction between metal ions and hydroxide ions, 

which decelerates crystal nucleation and results in increased particle size. Addition of 

ammonia causes the particles with nuclei diameter larger than critical diameter to increase 

in size, resulting in an increased average particle size and narrower size distribution (Cui et 

al. 2018). 

 

Figure 55  Images of Ni0.6Mn0.2Co0.2OH precipitates obtained with NH3:metal ratios of a) 

0.56, b) 0.84 c) 1.1 and d) 1.4 (Cui et al. 2018) 

When the hydroxide feed flow is lowered from 0.1 mol/h to 0.08 mol/h the optimal 

NH3:metal ratio changes from 0.8 to 0.6 and maximum productivity from 7.3 mmol/h to 5.9 

mmol/h. This effect is consistent with graph provided by Van Bommel & Dahn (2009) 

depicting the chelating of metal ions as a function of pH. Mentioned graph is shown in the 

Figure 56 
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Figure 56  Effect of pH on the formation of metal ligands (Van Bommel & Dahn, 2009) 

Due to decrease in molarity of chelated species as a function of pH, it can be proposed that 

lower optimal NH3:metal ratio given by Aspen is the result of equilibrium between chelated 

metals and hydroxide setting in other point than with the initial settings. The mechanism is 

as follows: as the pH-level decreases, more metals remain in the chelating phase. Decreased 

pH is more optimal regarding the chelate formation, and need for ammonia feed is decreased 

for chelating phase in order to reach optimal NH3:metal ratio for obtaining precursor 

material.  

Sensitivity analysis regarding optimal ammonia feed flow when the hydroxide feed flow is 

fixed to 0.08 is shown in the Figure 57. Although the result is consistent with results in 

literature, further studies are needed to investigate more thoroughly the credibility of 

obtained outcome. 

  

Figure 57  Sensitivity analysis regarding NH3-feed flow, when hydroxide feed is set to 0.08 

mol/h 
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9.5 Hydroxide feed flow 

Optimal pH for obtaining spherical precursor particles falls roughly in the range of 10 –12.5, 

as in the values higher than 12.5 formation of metal ammonia chelates decrease and 

precipitation between hydroxide ions and individual metal cations increases (Barai et al. 

2019, Van Bommel & Dahn, 2009, Kim & Kim, 2017), due to incomplete chelating of metal 

ions with ammonia (Barai et al. 2019). Under the pH of 7, the precipitation becomes 

impossible as the concentration of hydroxide ions becomes inadequate (Van Bommel & 

Dahn, 2009). In the range of 7 – 10 the precipitation of transition metals can occur in a 

reduced quantity, but the stability of obtained precipitates is lower than in a system with pH 

of 10 and over, due to increased solubility of individual precipitates (Ciesielczyk et al. 2013, 

Garcia et al. 2008, Rumsby et al. 2014, McKerracher, 2012) 

As stated in the Chapters 9.3 and 9.4, hydroxide feed flow has a major impact on the needed 

temperature of maximum productivity and ammonia feed flow due to its nature of being the 

main factor concerning adjustment of process pH and precipitation. Even the slightest 

changes in hydroxide feed flow have a major impact on precipitation outcome of simulation 

as its concentration directly defines the equilibrium state for precipitation reactions in CSTR-

reactor. With hydroxide feed rates of 0.05 mol/h, 0.1 mol/h and 0.15 mol/h the rates of 

obtained NMC-precursor in the CSTR-outflow are 3.80 mmol/h, 7.04 mmol/h and 7.4 

mmol/h respectively.  

The sensitivity result obtained by variating the hydroxide feed rate between 0.075 – 1.5 

mol/h (Chapter 8.5.2, Figure 38), showed a local maximum for precursor yield when the OH- 

-flowrate was set to 0.645 mol/h and NaOH:metal feed ratio was 9.21, resulting in a 

precursor rate of 10 mmol/h in the reactor outflow. The trend of decreasing precursor yield 

with increasing pH gives a hint that the equivalence with conducted studies used in creating 

the model can be obtained in increasing extent with studying more thoroughly the effect of 

different parameter settings.  

In several studies regarding the topic the results are informed by informing the pH value in 

which the experiments have been made, without informing about the flowrates of reacting 

substances. (i.e. Cheralathan et al. 2009, Zhang et al. 2010, Hu et al. 2013, Ling-jun et al. 

2009). Despite this, the invalidity of obtained result via simulation for optimal hydroxide 
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feed flow can be ensured, as the hydroxide flow rate is preposterous compared to the pH 

values in mentioned studies.  

As the simulation is compiled using the study conducted by Van Bommel & Dahn (2009), it 

is rational to assume that if the validity could be ensured, the most optimal hydroxide feed 

rate would have taken place at about 0.1 mol/h based on the experimental design and 

provided flowrates, leading to optimal NaOH:metal feed ratio to be 1.43. In the study 

conducted by Yudha et al. (2019) the feed ratio between precipitated media and hydroxide 

ions was NaOH:metal = 6.0, although the obtained material was NCA and not NMC. Fixed 

pH values should be included into the simulated environment in the future approaches of 

conducting a simulation regarding the precipitation of cathode precursor material. Further 

studies are necessary in order to get more information about the optimal NaOH:metal feed 

ratio in the continuous precursor production, and the effect of ENRTL-RK parameters 

affecting the precipitation results. 

9.6 Residence time 

As mentioned in the Chapter 8.1, the Aspen Plus calculated the formed 

Ni0.34Co0.33Mn0.33(OH)2(s)↓ -solid formation quantity based on the defined kinetics of 

precipitation reaction, without taking account reactor residence time due to assumptions of 

perfect mixing and phases being always in equilibrium. This calculation principle is fully 

inconsistent with studies investigating the effect of residence time, as it is depicted to be one 

of the major factors in obtaining optimal precursor material in terms of particle morphology 

(Cheralathan et al. 2009, Van Bommel & Dahn, 2009, Hou et al. 2016, Pimenta et al. 2017, 

Barai et al. 2019, Li et al. 2010) 

Due to increased residence time, the particle morphology becomes more uniform. This is the 

result of agglomeration of seed particles of precipitate, which is caused by surface tension 

of electrostatic force between the primary particles (Wang et al. 2011). Effect of residence 

time on morphology and particle size distribution of precursor precipitate are shown in the 

Figures 58 and 59. 
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Figure 58  Morphology of precipitated particles with different residence times (Wang et al. 

2011) 

 

Figure 59  Particle size distribution at different residence times (Wang et al. 2011) 

As mentioned in the Chapter 9.3, in the current simulated environment parameters have only 

been given for electrolyte-electrolyte pair interactions between NH4
+, SO4

2-, H+, Na+, and 

OH--ions, and the kinetics of accumulation of precipitate particles are not defined. The 

proposed approach for conducting more consistent simulation is to obtain solubility data 

regarding the present hydroxide compounds in different pH, study the kinetics of 

accumulation and including process blocks with definable factors concerning the crystal 

growth such as crystallizer block into the simulation. Further studies are necessary in order 

to obtain mentioned data and define the crystallization block correctly into the simulation.  
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9.7 Variating metal ratios 

As stated in the Chapter 8.5.5, increment of the feed flows of nickel sulfate or cobalt sulfate 

results in decrease of formation of primary particles in the simulation, whereas increment of 

manganese sulfate results in increased yield, which is maximized when the molar feed ratio 

is 0.015:0.055:0.0152 mol/h. The simulation is assembled in a manner that chelating with 

ammonia is inevitable in order to metal ions to shift towards the multicomponent hydroxide 

precipitation. As the equilibrium constants regarding the chelation of manganese are 

significantly smaller than the ones regarding nickel and cobalt, increase of manganese moves 

the limiting factor until the point where feed of manganese leads to manganese exceeding 

molar rates of nickel and cobalt in chelating phase, resulting in decrease of yield of NMC-

precursor.  

In the study conducted by Dong et al. (2019) regarding the precipitation of 

Ni0.25Mn0.75C2O4·2H2O, the apparent activation energy needed to obtain cathode material 

precursor via coprecipitation showed an inclining trend as the proportion of manganese 

increased. This observation is consistent with the results obtained via simulation, as reduced 

activation energy implies faster obtained equilibrium state, leading to more thorough 

precipitation reaction. Graph depicting the relationship between apparent activation energy 

of precipitation and share of manganese in the feed solution is depicted in the Figure 60. 

 

Figure 60  Impact of share of manganese on apparent activation energy (Dong et al. 2019) 

Respectively, as activation energy decreases with increment of manganese, the induction 

time of primary precipitation particles is expected to decrease. Graph depicting the 

relationship between precipitation particle growth starting point and share of manganese in 

the feed solution is shown in the Chapter 9.1 Figure 45. 
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While observations made by Dong et al. (2019) are consistent with results provided by 

conducted simulation, further researches is required to authenticate the consistency between 

oxalate precipitation and hydroxide precipitation, as there is no chelating phase, nor cobalt 

present in the Dong et al. (2019) research used as a reference for validation of simulation.  

9.8 Uncertainty factors 

Major factors causing invalidity of simulations results compared to researches (Cheralathan 

et al. 2009, Lee et al. 2004, Qiu et al. 2018, Van Bommel & Dahn, 2009), observations which 

are used in conducting the simulation and comparing outcomes in defining the validity of 

constructed model. When simulating the system just with Aspen Plus, there is no guarantee 

on the righteous defining of substances present in the simulation, as neither metal ammine 

complex nor the precursor compound are found in the used software. Because of this, 

fundamental parameters such as molar enthalpy of formation and Gibbs free energy of 

formation are estimated via HSC-software. Other crucial parameters such as aqueous phase 

free energy of formation at infinite dilution, aqueous phase heat of formation at infinite 

solution and Helgeson infinite dilution enthalpy of formation on the molality scale base are 

set to be completely equivalent to fundamental values as there is no information regarding 

the real values of mentioned parameters.  

Research studying the parameters affecting the particle growth starting point are scarce. 

Dong et al. (2019) claim to have conducted the first study on apparent activation energies 

thus investigating factors affecting particle growth starting point such as temperature and 

metal ratio in mixed solution. This gives perspective about how little research has been done 

concerning the matter.  

Even though it has been observed widely that spherical and uniformly distributed precursor 

precipitate is obtained by applying reaction between metal solution, ammonia, and hydroxide 

ions, there is no consensus regarding the mechanism leading to desired outcome. Two 

leading mechanism routes have been proposed: 

1) Presence of ammonia prevents the phase separation into individual hydroxide 

precipitates and results in homogenous metal hydroxide by slowing down the reaction 

between metal ions and hydroxide ions (Lee et al. 2004) 

2) Rather than a metal ion coordinating with ammonia and then slowly released to 

react with hydroxides, metal ammonia complex and hydroxide ions have an equilibrium state 
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which results in increased solubility of the hydroxide precipitates. (Van Bommel & Dahn, 

2009) 

In the simulation the reaction mechanism is defined to be a simplified version of pathway 

proposed by Lee et al. (2004) by defining the chelating with ammonia to be preceding step 

in order to metal ions to shift to homogenous hydroxide precipitate. For simulation to be 

more credible, the effect of ammonia on increased solubility should be included. This would 

result in more consistent results of sensitivity analyses, as the modeled system would then 

take account of individual precipitation in various acidic mixes, rather than bypassing the 

individual precipitation reactions. Solving the right mechanism regarding the NMC-(OH)2 

precipitation would eventually lead to more realistic simulations.  

As this was the first extensive simulation work on this topic, simplified simulated reaction 

system was applied. Even though the simulation takes account of chelating of present metals 

and NMC precursor precipitation, there is a lot of reactions which can affect the precipitation 

but are not defined in the simulation. Reactions which are possible, but not defined into the 

simulation are listed in the Table 6.  

Table 6  Possibly occurring reactions in precipitation of NMC precursor (Qiu et al. 2018) 

Equilibrium reaction K Log K 

  Ni Mn Co 

2M2+ + OH- → M2(OH)3+ K1 3.30 3.40 2.70 

M2+ + OH- → M(OH)+ K2 3.97 3.40 3.30 

M2+ + 2OH- → M(OH)2
 K3 7.55  9.20 

M2+ + 3 OH- → M(OH)3
- K4 11.3 7.30 10.5 

M2+ + 4 OH- → M(OH)4
2- K5  6.7 10.2 

 

Reactions mentioned in the Table 6 are not defined into the simulated environment as they 

are unnecessary in obtaining desired precipitate, the process environment has been 

interpreted to be optimal regarding the minimization of undesired reactions and most of the 

reaction products are not found in the Aspen databanks.  

Also, the atmosphere of CSTR was not defined, even though different atmospheric gases 

have differences regarding the optimality of precipitation. Co-precipitation of cathode 

material precursor should be conducted in an inert atmosphere such as nitrogen, because 

manganese ions will oxidize in the presence of oxygen forming MnOOH (Dong & Koenig 

Jr. 2019) and MnO2 (Qiu et al. 2018) impurities. Added oxygen also caused a decreased 
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precursor particle yield in the simulation, implying the un-optimality of using it as an 

atmospheric gas in the simulation. 

Reaction rate constants for formation of NMC-(OH)2 remain as guesses, as there is very 

scarcely kinetic data regarding the reaction between metal ammine media and hydroxide 

ions. Initial guess was made in order to ensure the prevalence of desired precipitation, as it 

is proven to be prevalent in the reaction systems where pH is in the range of 10 – 12 and 

chelating agent is present. In order to solve correct reaction rate constants for NMC-

precipitation reactions, the reaction mechanism for ammonia minimizing the precipitation 

of individual phases and leading to demanded precipitation should be solved and extensive 

experiments should be conducted with variating temperatures and feed ratios. It also should 

be noted that equilibrium constants used in the simulation were all defined for the 

temperature value of 25 °C, while the mixer and CSTR temperatures were defined to have 

higher temperatures.  

9.9 Suggestions for improving the simulation  

Although uncertainty factors affecting the validity of compiled simulation are numerous, 

Aspen Plus provides a potential software platform for simulating LIB cathode material 

precursor production as it has a well-functioning interface, and allows the reactor model to 

be implanted into a larger simulation with other process steps. Suggestions for improving 

compiled simulation regarding precipitation of precursor particles are presented in this 

Section. 

9.9.1 Optional process blocks 

As mentioned in the Chapter 9.6, the crystal growth of precursor precipitate could 

supposedly be simulated more credibly by changing the precipitation block from current 

CSTR to alternative blocks listed in this chapter. Needed information regarding credible 

defining of proposed substitutive reactor block is presented.  

RStoic is a stoichiometric reactor based on known fractional conversions or extents 

of reactions. When using RStoic block the reaction system stoichiometry and molar 

extents or conversions are known for each reaction. Thus, in order to define the 

RStoic correctly, a preceding study should be conducted with known temperature 

and pressure, no stirring and time-bound yield distribution.  
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RBatch is a batch or semi-batch reactor with rate-controlled reactions based on 

known kinetics. In order to apply RBatch credibly into the simulation, the kinetics 

for certain process environment should be precisely studied. The fixed parameters in 

using batch block include constant temperature, pressure and specified stop criterion 

for included reaction system. In practice the research conducted in laboratory with 

systematic measuring of shares of present compounds and precipitates throughout 

the experiment should give a hint about defined kinetics and reasonable stop criterion 

for process block. Made approach using RBatch is introduced briefly in the Chapter 

9.9.2. 

REquil is an equilibrium reactor based on a stoichiometric approach. Usage of 

REquil requires precisely defined Gibbs energies to calculate the equilibrium state 

of reactor.  

RPlug is a plug flow reactor with rate-controlled reactions based on known kinetics. 

Simulating the plug flow reactor credibly requires pilot reactor, as in the literature 

used reactor has been either CSTR , batch or crystallizer. Applying plug flow reactor 

into the production is not alone reasonable as the precipitation phase is relatively 

slow and happens in a laminar liquid flow, which requires the length of PFR reactor 

to be at least 200 times the length of reactor diameter. (Towler & Sinnott, 2012) 

RYield is a nonstoichiometric reactor based on known yield distribution, which 

means the research with accurately reported yield percentages as a function of time 

would be required in order to validate the results obtained by RYield. 

MSMP Crystallizer is the only proposed process block not classified as a reactor. 

Input data needed to define properly crystallizer should include solubility data which 

would provide subroutine for calculation of saturation concentration, which does not 

coincide with examined reaction system, as the occurring unit process is not 

crystallization caused by oversaturation in liquid phase. 

9.9.2 Stirring 

High stirring rate is connected to monodisperse and dense spherical precursor particles, 

which are desired outcome in precipitation of lithium ion battery cathode materials. (Dong 

& Koenig Jr. 2019). Unfortunately, the simulation doesn’t take account of the effect of 

stirring on formation and agglomeration of NMC precursor particles, which brings up a 
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suggestion of improvement regarding the possibility to simulate the effect of stirring speed 

on precipitation kinetics in order to study the optimal stirring rate with different process 

parameters. Effect of different stirring speeds is displayed in the Figure 61, depicting the 

obtained precursor material to become less porous and more uniform with the addition of 

stirring speed. 

 

Figure 61  Ni0.33Co0.33Mn0.33(OH)2(s)↓-particles obtained with stirring speeds of a) 400 b) 800 

c) 1000 rpm (Lee et al. 2004) 

9.9.3 Possibility to simulate the process in a batch reactor 

NMC precursor precipitation can be conducted continuously or as a batch process. An 

approach was made in order to test the possibility to apply created process environment into 

process including a batch reactor. While the modification of flowsheet and the 

implementation of batch reactor to production process were successful, the results obtained 

via batch process showed significantly lower precursor precipitation rate, when the process 

environment was defined to be corresponding to initial settings of simulation. Also, the 

iteration regarding sensitivity analyses slowed down significantly, making the conduction of 

mentioned analyses not feasible. Flowsheet for altered process is shown in the Figure 62. 
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Figure 62  Batch process flowsheet regarding the production of NMC precursor  

Despite the results of batch implementation into the simulation being modest, the simplicity 

of turning the continuous process into batch process implies the created simulated 

environment to be suitable for testing different reactor options. The ability to apply different 

approaches in obtaining the optimal process environment for production of precursor 

particles is interpreted to be a vital feature when improving the simulation.  

 9.9.4 Simulation with differing precipitation ratio 

In order to test the possibility to apply the compiled simulation to studying the precipitation 

of NMC precursor material with different metal ratios in precipitated hydroxide, 

Ni0.34Co0.33Mn0.33(OH)2(s)↓ was altered to be Ni0.8Co0.15Mn0.15(OH)2(s)↓, corresponding to 

the studied substance in research conducted by Cheralathan et al. (2009). Precipitation 

reactions were defined to be as follows:  

0.8[Ni(NH3)n
2+](aq) + 0.15[Co(NH3)n

2+](aq) + 0.05[Mn(NH3)n
2+](aq)  

 +2 OH-(aq)→ Ni0.8Co0.15Mn0.05(OH)2(s)↓ + nNH3 (aq)                                               (47)  

Feed ratios were adjusted to imitate the ones used in the study, with 

NiSO4·6H2O:MnSO4·H2O:CoSO4·7H2O feed flows to be 1.2:0.075:0.225 mol/h 

respectively. Direct feed rates of ammonia and sodium hydroxide were estimated to be 1 

mol/h and 1 mol/h as an initial guesses as the direct feed flows of mentioned substances are 

not provided. Reaction rate constant valued as 0.005 s-1, which is obtained from the study 

conducted by Dong et al. (2019), was applied to define equilibrium constant for precipitation 

reaction.  
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After the redefining of simulation is conducted, sensitivity analyses are conducted in order 

to obtain the most optimal parameter values regarding the simulated environment. 

Mentioned results are then compared to the results obtained by Cheralathan et al. (2009).  

Sensitivity analysis regarding ammonia feed flow (Figure 63) showed the optimal ammonia 

feed flow rate to be as minimal as possible, with a NH3:metal ratio of 0.037. Obtained value 

differs greatly to optimal ratio proposed by Cheralathan et al. (2009), which was valued as 

1.0. Provably false simulated result can be explained by very low used equilibrium constant: 

higher feed rates of ammonia result in precipitation reactions’ equilibria to shift more 

towards the source material and the formation of desired precipitate does not have required 

time to occur thoroughly.  

 

Figure 63 Ammonia feed flow sensitivity analysis regarding formation of 

Ni0.8Co0.15Mn0.15(OH)2(s)↓ 

Hydroxide feed flow analysis regarding the precipitation of Ni0.8Co0.15Mn0.15(OH)2(s)↓ 

(Figure 64) showed logical trend of precipitation rate to increase with addition of hydroxide 

feed flow. Unlike the sensitivity analyses conducted regarding the formation of 

Ni0.34Co0.33Mn0.33(OH)2(s)↓, rate of obtained Ni0.8Co0.15Mn0.15(OH)2(s)↓ doesn’t show 

decreasing trend at any given hydroxide feed flow rate. This is inconsistent with sensitivity 

analysis shown in the Chapter 9.1 Figure 47, which showed a clear local maximum for 

obtaining studied precipitate. Factors causing inconsistency between mentioned sensitivity 

analyses are assumed to be result of differing initial feed flows of sulfate media, as otherwise 

the simulation settings are completely identical.  
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Figure 64 Sensitivity analysis regarding effect of hydroxide inflow on the precipitation rate 

of Ni0.8Co0.15Mn0.15(OH)2(s)↓ 

Temperature sensitivity analysis (Figure 65) showed illogical trend of decreasing precursor 

yield with increment of temperature of used CSTR reactor. The reasoning for this 

phenomenon is that as the equilibrium constant is dependent on the temperature, reaction 

rate constant lower than 1 is followed by increasing activation energy in the increased 

temperatures. This conclusion has been reached by estimating pre-exponential factor and 

placing different temperature values into equation (45). 

 

Figure 65 Sensitivity analysis regarding effect of reactor temperature on the precipitation rate 

of Ni0.8Co0.15Mn0.15(OH)2(s)↓ 
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10  EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 

Proposed experimental design in order to validate and test the results obtained via compiled 

simulation are presented in this chapter. The test series are designed so that the correctness 

of each parameter can be determined separately.  

10.1 Initial settings of pilot reactor 

The substances and equipment needed for test setting are listed in the Table 7. Substances 

are preferably laboratory grade pure. 

Table 7  Equipment and substances needed for experimental design of precursor precipitation 

Substance  Quantity 

Nickel sulfate hexahydrate 4 l 

Manganese sulfate monohydrate 5 l 

Cobalt sulfate heptahydrate 6 l 

Sodium hydroxide 4 kg 

Ammonia 1 kg 

Nitrogen gas  

Deionized water  

Equipment Specifications 

Jacketed reaction vessel 2 pcs, V = 1l and 2l 

Peristaltic pump 3 pcs 

PH meter and electrodes 2 pcs 

Thermometer 2 pcs 

 

The atmosphere in reaction vessels consists of nitrogen in order to prevent the formation of 

manganese oxide.  

First reaction vessel (1l) is used as a chelating reactor.  

Metal media is pumped via with feed rates of NiSO4· 6H2O: 15 mmol/h, MnSO4·H2O: 39.8 

mmol/h, CoSO4·7H2O: 15.2 mmol/h. Ammonia solution is pumped to chelating vessel with 

feed rate of 0.05 mol/h. Process pH is initially fixed to be 10 and temperature to 60 °C. 

Second reaction vessel (2l) is used as a precipitation reactor. 

Preceding the initialization of feed flow into the reactor the reactor is filled with 1l of water 

with 1 mol ammonia. Metal sulfate mixture is pumped from first vessel to the reactor, and 

simultaneously sodium hydroxide is fed into the reactor via peristaltic pump at 0.1 mol/h 
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feed rate. Initial pH in the beginning of the test series is fixed to be 10 and temperature 60 

°C. Recycling between reaction beakers is initialized with 72% recycling ratio.  

Parameter values stated above are considered to be constant unless the effect of a change in 

a certain value just mentioned is studied.  

Solution is mixed via stir bar rotating at 800 rpm to ensure homogeneity of studied sample. 

Sampling of formed primary particles of NMC precursor is conducted from precipitation 

reactors sampling tap marked as an outflow stream in the Figure 66. Focus of sampling is to 

measure the variance of precipitation particle growth starting point depending on variating 

parameters of test environment. Mimicking the study conducted by Dong et al. (2019), 

analysis of the samples is done by using ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) spectrometer, with 

wavelength of 480 nanometers. 

 After thorough mixing of the studied media, sample is poured to a sample cuvette every 2 

minutes, which is quickly put into spectrometer, where the scattered light passing through 

cuvette is collected. Ultraviolet light extinction which has reached a plateau is used as a unit 

of measure, depicting solid particle nucleation in the sample. By compiling a graph depicting 

the function between light extinction and time, the particle growth starting point can be 

calculated. Particle growth starting point is determined by drawing lines of best fit for the 

inert region of extinction and extinction growth region. 

Measurement for each test series takes about 2 hours, considering that extinction is measured 

every 2 minutes for 30 times. Based on a result, the conclusion can be drawn, under which 

conditions the induction time of formation of precursor is optimized, and what parameters 

ensure greatest productivity of precursor particles. Proposed test series for measurements 

conducted with ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) spectrometer are shown in the Chapter 10.2, 

Tables 8-12. 

10.2 Proposed test series 

Table 8  Temperature test series 

Temperature (oC) Extinction (absorbance units) 

60                                

65                               

72                               

80                               
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Table 9  NaOH feed flow test series 

NaOH feed flow 

(mol/h) 

Extinction (absorbance units) 

 

0.08                                

0.1                                

0.2                               

0.3                               

1.5                               

 

Table 10  NH3 feed flow test series 

NH3 feed flow 

(mol/h) 

Extinction (absorbance units) 

 

0.01                               

0.055                                

0.07                               

0.1                               
 

Table 11   Recycle rate test series 

Recycle rate (%) Extinction (absorbance units) 

 

60                               

70                               

80                               

90                               

 

Table 12  Variating metal ion feed ratio test series 

Metal feed flow 

(mol/h) 

Extinction (absorbance units) 

 

Nickel                               

0.005                                

0.020                               

0.040                               

Manganese                               

0.015                               

0.030                               

0.045                               

Cobalt                               

0.005                               

0.020                               

0.040                               
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Samples for studying morphology are collected from the ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) 

spectrometer measurement test series involving different feed rates for ammonia, sodium 

hydroxide and temperature, 1, 2, 5, 10 and 15 hrs. after the initialization of each experiment. 

They are filtered, washed, and finally dried at 110 °C.  

Samples are then analyzed via X-ray diffraction using Cu Kα-radiation, based on which the 

intensity data is collected. XRD intensity patterns of studied samples are calculate using 

Rietveld profile and available software for calculation, and then compared to the patterns 

obtained by Lee et al. (2004), Van Bommel & Dahn (2009). Occurrence of large intensity 

peaks in diffraction angles of about 19° and 39° and smaller intensity peaks in angles of about 

34°, 51°, 59° and 62° imply the crystal structure to be corresponding to the references. For 

studying the particle size, shape, agglomeration and uniformity, scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM) is applied.  

Illustrative image regarding the proposed experimental design is depicted in the Figure 66. 

Set-up is made to imitate the one used by Cui et al. (2018) 

 

Figure 66 Illustrative image regarding proposed experimental design paraphrasing design 

proposed by Cui et al. (2018) 
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11  CONCLUSIONS 

The demand for environmentally friendly smart-grid energy storage has led lithium-ion 

batteries to become a major innovative target due to their enhanced properties, such as for 

example energy density, compared to traditional NiCd and NiMH batteries. NMC proved to 

be the most feasible cathode material option containing cobalt, as its specific energy, cycle 

life, thermal stability and price showed its performance profile to be better than the ones of 

LCO and NCA. 

Based on research results found in the literature, a feasible production process of NMC 

cathode material can be compiled using commercially widely applied ammonia as a 

chelating agent and sodium hydroxide as a precipitant in a continuous stirred-tank reactor. 

The optimization of production process happens by adjusting the temperature, stirring speed, 

pH and residence time of CSTR, and setting a molar ratio between treated metal media and 

ammonia. Optimization aims for high productivity of precursor particles with high tap 

density and narrow particle size distribution. 

In the references, reactor temperature varied between 25 °C – 60 °C (Zhu et al. 2011, Van 

Bommel & Dahn, 2009). Optimal stirring speed ensures a thorough mass transfer within the 

reactor leading to a narrow particle size distribution, which leads to conclusion that while in 

the conducted researches (Lee et al. 2004, Yang et al. 2011) it varied between 400 and 1000 

rpm, it is optimized in the range of 800 rpm -1000 rpm. Optimal pH ranged from 10 to 12.5 

(Van Bommel & Dahn, 2009, Kim & Kim, 2017). In a lower pH, treated metals shift from 

passive state to active state resulting in increased solubility, and lowered pH is more 

favorable considering metals remaining in a chelated form. In pH higher than 12.5 

precipitation of precursor particles is disturbed by occurrence of individual precipitation and 

metals reacting with excess hydroxide ions, forming several undesired impurities. Residence 

time of CSTR affects the tap density of obtained precipitate. In the references, residence time 

was examined within the range of 1-516 h (Kim & Kim, 2017, Cui et al. 2009), resulting in 

a conclusion that high residence time results in a more uniform particle distribution with 

increased tap density. Interpretably desired results considering the uniformity and tap density 

of obtained precipitate were obtained in as little as in one hour (Pimenta et al. 2017). Optimal 

NH3:metal ratio resided between 0.18 and 1.0 (Lee et al. 2004, Cheralathan et al. 2009).  
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An Aspen Plus simulation based on studies by Van Bommel & Dahn (2009) and Cheralathan 

et al. (2009) showed a vaguely noticeable congruence of obtained results regarding process 

temperature, ammonia feed flow and pH comparing to the results obtained from references. 

Initial Ni2+:Mn2+:Co2+-feed flow ratio of 0.015:0.0398:0.0152 obtained via MATLAB-script 

resulted in a precursor productivity of 7.04 mmol/h whereas ratio 0.34:0.33:0.33 resulted in 

a productivity of 2.25 mmol/h. 

With the molar flows corresponding to ones used by Van Bommel & Dahn (2009), the 

optimal temperature proved to be 72.5 °C, comparing to a temperature of 60 °C, where the 

original study was conducted. Inserting a precipitation order of increased individual 

precipitation with increased pH, the optimal precipitation temperature lowered to 68 °C. 

Optimal NH3:metal ratio was with initial simulation settings 0.8, which falls within the 

credible range. Optimal pH in simulation was obtained with NaOH:metal feed ratio of 9.21, 

whereas in references the optimal ratio varied between 1.43 and 6.0 (Van Bommel & Dahn, 

2009, Yudha et al. 2019). Conducted simulation doesn’t take account of accumulation and 

morphology changes, leading to comparison with results depicting effect of reactor residence 

time to be inadequate. From the studied parameters, the NH3:metal-ratio had greatest impact 

on the precursor productivity in the simulation with initial settings, as with optimized ratio, 

the productivity of 11 mmol/h was obtained. Optimization of NaOH:metal ratio and 

temperature resulted in precursor productivities of 10 mmol/h and 7.3 mmol/h respectively.  

As stated above, equivalency of simulated results with results obtained from the references 

is vaguely noticeable, implying the potential of Aspen Plus as a valid option for LIB cathode 

material precursor production simulation software. In order to examine thoroughly the 

validity of simulation, laboratory experiments involving test series conducted with 

ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) spectrometer, X-ray crystallography, and scanning electron 

microscopy proposed in the Chapter 10, should be applied and analyzed. Further research 

regarding the chemical pathway between studied chelating reactions and multicomponent 

precipitation should be applied. In addition to that, several different parameters such as 

enthalpies of formation and Gibbs free energies of formation of involved precursor, and 

reaction rate constants and activation energies of present reactions are interpreted as 

necessary to study in order to compile more credible simulation.  
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          Appendix I 1(2) 

Table 1  Substance-specific constants of present substances 

Substance Standard 

Enthalpy of 

Formation 

ΔH˚f 

(kJ/mol) 

Molar 

standard 

entropy 

So(J/K•mol) 

Molar 

standard 

Gibbs energy 

ΔGf
o(kJ/mol) 

Standard heat 

of formation 

Cp
o(J/(K•mol) 

NiSO4*6H2O -2683 -334 -2224.61 328 

SO4
2- -909 20.1 -744 -293 

Ni2+ -64 -129 -46 -129 

CoSO4*7H2O -2980 -406 -2474 390 

Co2+ -58 -74 -228 -113 

MnSO4*H2O -2255 

(Kemmitt & 

Peacock, 

1973) 

  -2255 kJ/mol 

(Kemmitt & 

Peacock, 

1973) 

Mn2+ -218.8 -113 -54 50 

NaOH -132 64 -381 60 

Na+ -80 59 -262 46 

OH- -427 -11 -157 -149 

NH3 -240 111 -27 111 

NH4OH -229,9 181 -254 166 

NH4+ -366 113 -79 80 

H2O -285 70 -237 75 

Na2SO4 -1384 149 -1267 128 

NiNH3 -159.07 79.63 -182,811 70.47 

Ni(NH3)2 -291,62 130.65 -330.572 111,08 

Ni(NH3)3 -424.17 181,66 -478.333 151,69 

Ni(NH3)4 -556,72 232,67 -626.094 192,31 

Mn(NH3) -195.40 84.87 -220.706 68.85 

Mn(NH3)2 -327.95 135.88 -368.467 109.47 

Mn(NH3)3 -460.51 186.89 -516.228 150.08 

Mn(NH3)4 -593,06 237.91 -663.989 190.69 

CoNH3 -169.44 79.65 -193.188 67.44 

Co(NH3)2 -301,99 130.66 -340.949 108.05 

Co(NH3)3 -434.54 181,68 -488.71 148.67 

Co(NH3)4 -567.09 232,69 -636.472 189.28 

Ni034Mn0.33Co0.33OH2 -567.32 82,17 

(HSC-

estimate) 

-591,82 77.24 (HSC-

estimate) 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Appendix I 2(2) 

Table 2  Molar weights, standard enthalpies, standard entropies and standard heats of 

formation of formed complex ions 

Substance MW 

(g/mol

) 

Standard 

Enthalpy 

of 

Formatio

n ΔH˚f 

(kJ/mol) 

Molar 

standard 

entropy 

So(J/K•mo

l) 

Molar 

standard 

Gibbs 

energy 

ΔGf
o(kJ/mo

l) 

Standard 

heat of 

formation 

Cp
o(J/(K•mo

l) 

NiNH3 75.72 -159.07 79.63 -182,811 70.47 

Ni(NH3)2 92,75 -291,62 130.65 -330.572 111,08 

Ni(NH3)3 109.78 -424.17 181,66 -478.333 151,69 

Ni(NH3)4 126.82 -556.72 232,67 -626.094 192,31 

Mn(NH3) 71,97 -195.40 84.87 -220.706 68.85 

Mn(NH3)2 89.00 -327.95 135.88 -368.467 109.47 

Mn(NH3)3 106.03 -460.51 186.89 -516.228 150.08 

Mn(NH3)4 123.06 -593.06 237.91 -663.989 190.69 

CoNH3 75.96 -169.44 79.65 -193.188 67.44 

Co(NH3)2 92,99 -301,99 130.66 -340.949 108.05 

Co(NH3)3 110.02 -434.54 181,68 -488.71 148.67 

Co(NH3)4 127.06 -567.09 232,69 -636.472 189.28 

Ni034Mn0.33Co0.33O

H2 

92,56 -567.32 82,17 

(HSC-

estimate) 

-591,82 77.24 (HSC-

estimate) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

  Appendix II 1(3) 

ΔH˚(Ni(NH3)1
2+) = -159.07 -[(-64) + (-80)] = -13.07 kJ/mol 

ΔH˚(Mn(NH3)1
2+) = -195.40 -[(-218.8) + (-80)] = 103.4 kJ/mol 

ΔH˚(Co(NH3)1
2+) = -169.44 -[(-58) + (-80)] = -31,44 kJ/mol 

ΔH˚(Ni(NH3)2
2+) = -291,62 - [(-64) + 2*(-80)] = -67.62 kJ/mol 

ΔH˚(Mn(NH3)2
2+) = -327.95 - [(-218.8) + 2*(-80)] = 50.85  kJ/mol 

ΔH˚(Co(NH3)2
2+) = -301,99 - [-58) + 2*(-80)] = -83.99 kJ/mol 

ΔH˚(Ni(NH3)3
2+) = -424.17 - [(-64) + 3*(-80)] = -120.17 kJ/mol 

ΔH˚(Mn(NH3)3
2+) = -460.51 - [(-218.8) + 3*(-80)] = -1,71 kJ/mol 

ΔH˚(Co(NH3)3
2+) = -434.54 - [(-58)  + 3*(-80)] = -136.54 kJ/mol 

ΔH˚(Ni(NH3)4
2+) = -556.72 - [(-64) + 4*(-80)] = -169.72 kJ/mol 

ΔH˚(Mn(NH3)4
2+) =  -593.06 - [(-218.8) + 4*(-80)] = -54.26 kJ/mol 

ΔH˚(Co(NH3)4
2+) =  -567.09 - [(-58) + 4*(-80)] = -189.09 kJ/mol 

ΔH˚(Ni0.34Co0.33Mn0.33(OH)2(s)↓) = -567.32 - 80 - [-0.34 * -157.07 + 0.33 * (-195.40) + 

0.33 * (-169.44) + 2* (-229.9)] = -13.7619 kJ/mol   

ΔH˚(Ni0.34Co0.33Mn0.33(OH)2(s)↓) = -567.32 – 2* 80 - [0.34 * (-291,62) + 0.33 * (-327.95) 

+ 0.33 * ( -301,99) + 2* (-229.9)] = 39.511  kJ/mol 

ΔH˚(Ni0.34Co0.33Mn0.33(OH)2(s)↓) = -567.32 – 3* 80 - [0.34 * (-424.17) + 0.33 * (-460.51) 

+ 0.33 * (-434.54) + 2* (-229.9)] = 92,064 kJ/mol 

ΔH˚(Ni0.34Co0.33Mn0.33(OH)2(s)↓) = -567.32 – 4* 80 - [0.34 * (-556.72) + 0.33 * (-593.06) 

+ 0.33 * (-567.09) + 2* (-229.9)] = 144.614 kJ/mol 
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ΔSo(Ni(NH3)
2+) = 79.63 - [(-129) + 111)] = 97.63 J/(K*mol) 

ΔSo(Mn(NH3)
2+) = 84.87 - [(-113) + 111)] = 86.87 J/(K*mol) 

ΔSo(Co(NH3)
2+) = 68.94 - [(-74 + 111)] = 31,94 J/(K*mol) 

ΔSo(Ni(NH3)2
2+) = 130.65- [(-129) + 2*111)] = 37.65 J/(K*mol) 

ΔSo(Mn(NH3)2
2+)= 135.88 - [(-113) + 2*111)] = 26.88J/(K*mol) 

ΔSo(Co(NH3)2
2+) = 130.66 - [(-74) + 2*111)] = -17.34 J/(K*mol) 

ΔSo(NiNH3)3
2+) = 181,66 - [(-129) + 3*111)] =  -22,34 J/(K*mol) 

ΔSo(MnNH3)3
2+) = 186.89 - [(-113) + 3*111)] = -33.11J/(K*mol) 

ΔSo(CoNH3)3
2+) = 181,68 - [(-74) + 3*111)] = -77.32 J/(K*mol) 

ΔSo(Ni(NH3)4
2+) = 232,67 - [(-129) + 4*111)] = -82,33 J/(K*mol) 

ΔSo(Mn(NH3)4
2+) = 237.91 - [(-113) + 4*111)]= -93.09J/(K*mol) 

ΔSo(Co(NH3)4
2+) = 232,69 - [(-74) + 4*111)] = -137.31J/(K*mol) 

ΔSo(Ni0.34Co0.33Mn0.33(OH)2(s)↓ = 82,17 + 111 - [0.34*79.63  + 0.33*84.87 + 0.33*79.65 

+ 2*(-11)] = 133.804 J/(K*mol) 

ΔSo(Ni0.34Co0.33Mn0.33(OH)2(s)↓ = 82,17 +2*111 - [0.34*130.65  + 0.33*135.88+ 

0.33*130.66 + 2*(-11)] = 193.791 J/(K*mol) 

ΔSo(Ni0.34Co0.33Mn0.33(OH)2(s)↓ = 82,17 -11 - [0.34*181,66  + 0.33*186.89 + 0.33*181,68 

+ 2*(-11)] = 253.777 J/(K*mol) 

ΔSo(Ni0.34Co0.33Mn0.33(OH)2(s)↓ = 82,17 -11 - [0.34*232,67  + 0.33*84.87 + 0.33*79.65 + 

2*(-11)] = 313.764 J/(K*mol) 
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ΔG˚(Ni(NH3)1
2+) = -159.07 - 298.15*(79.63/1000) = -182,8 kJ/mol 

ΔG˚(Mn(NH3)1
2+) = -195 -[(-218.8) + (-80)] = -220.706 kJ/mol 

ΔG˚(Co(NH3)1
2+) = -169.44 -[(-58) + (-80)] = -193.188 kJ/mol 

ΔG˚(Ni(NH3)2
2+) = -291,62 - [(-64) + 2*(-80)] = -330.572 kJ/mol 

ΔG˚(Mn(NH3)2
2+) = -327.95 - [(-218.8) + 2*(-80)] = -368.467  kJ/mol 

ΔG˚(Co(NH3)2
2+) = -301,99 - [-58) + 2*(-80)] = -340.949 kJ/mol 

ΔG˚(Ni(NH3)3
2+) = -424.17 - [(-64) + 3*(-80)] = -478.333 kJ/mol 

ΔG˚(Mn(NH3)3
2+) = -460.51 - [(-218.8) + 3*(-80)] = -516.228 kJ/mol 

ΔG˚(Co(NH3)3
2+) = -434.54 - [(-58)  + 3*(-80)] = -488.71 kJ/mol 

ΔG˚(Ni(NH3)4
2+) = -556.72 - [(-64) + 4*(-80)] = -626.094 kJ/mol 

ΔG˚(Mn(NH3)4
2+) =  -593.06 - [(-218.8) + 4*(-80)] = -663.989 kJ/mol 

ΔG˚(Co(NH3)4
2+) =  -567.09 - [(-58) + 4*(-80)] = -636.472 kJ/mol 

ΔG˚(Ni0.34Co0.33Mn0.33(OH)2(s)↓) = -567.32 - 80 - [0.34 * -159.07 + 0.33 * (-195.40) + 

0.33 * (-169.44) + 2* (-229.9)] = -13.041 kJ/mol   

ΔG˚(Ni0.34Co0.33Mn0.33(OH)2(s)↓) = -567.32 - 2 * 80 - [0.34 * -291,62 + 0.33 * (-327.95) + 

0.33 * (-301,99) + 2* (-229.9)] = 39.5091 kJ/mol   

ΔG˚(Ni0.34Co0.33Mn0.33(OH)2(s)↓) = -567.32 - 3 * 80 - [0.34 * -424.17 + 0.33 * (-460.51) + 

0.33 * (-434.54) + 2* (-229.9)] = 92,0624 kJ/mol   

ΔG˚(Ni0.34Co0.33Mn0.33(OH)2(s)↓) = -567.32 - 4 * 80 - [0.34 * -556.72 + 0.33 * (-593.06) + 

0.33 * (-567.09) + 2* (-229.9)] = 144.612 kJ/mol   
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Table 1  ENRTL parameter names, symbols, number of elements, default values and units 

(Aspen Technologies Inc, 2006) 

Parameter name Symbol Number of 

elements 

Default Units 

Dielectric Constant Unary Parameters 

CPDIEC AB 1 -  

 BB 1 0  

 CC 1 298.15 Temperature 

Ionic Born Radius Unary Parameters 

Radius ri 1 3 • 10-10 Length 

Molecule-Molecule Binary Parameters 

NRTL/1 ABB’ 

AB’B 

- 0 - 

NRTL/2 BBB’ 

BB’B 

- 0 Temperature 

NRTL/3 αBB' = αB’B - .3 - 

NRTL/4 - - 0 Temperature 

NRTL/5 FBB’ 

FB’B 

- 0 Temperature 

 

NRTL/6 GBB’ 

GB’B 

- 0 Temperature 

 

Electrolyte-Molecule Pair Parameters 

GMELCC Cca,B 

CB,ca 

1 0 - 

GMELCD Dca,B 

DB,ca 

1 0 Temperature 

Dielectric Constant Unary Parameters 

GMELCE Eca,B 1 0 - 

GMELCN EB,ca 

αca,B = αB,ca 

1 0 

.2 

- 

Electrolyte-Electrolyte Pair Parameters 

GMELCC Cca’,ca’’ 

Cca’’,ca’ 

Cc’a,c’’a 

Cc’’a,c’a 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

- 

GMELCD Dca’,ca’’ 

Dca’’,ca’ 

Dc’a,c’’a 

Dc’’a,c’a 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Temperature 

CMELCE Eca’,ca’’ 

Eca’’,ca’ 

Ec’a,c’’a 

Ec’’,c’a 

1 

1 

1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

- 



 
 

0 

CMELCN αca',ca’’= αca’’,ca’ 

αc'a,c’’a= αca’’,c’a 

1 

 

1 

.2 

 

.2 

- 
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Table 2  Symbols present in the ENRTL calculation models, their explanation and 

equation/value 

Symbol Explanation Formula/value 

xk Mole fraction of 

component k 

- 

MB Molecular weight of the 

solvent B 

22,95 g/mol (29 wt% 

NH4OH) 

Aφ Debye-Hückel parameter  

NA Avogadro's number 6.022 • 1023 

d Density of solvent 965.2 kg/m3 (29 wt% 

NH4OH) 

Qe Electron charge 1,60217 • 10-19 A s 

εw Dielectric constant of 

water 
78.2 F/m (m-2·kg-1·s4·A2/m) 

T Temperature 25 C (298.15 K) 

k Boltzmann constant 1,38 • 10-23 m2 kg s-2 K-1 

Ix Ionic strength in mole 

fraction scale 

 

xi Mole fraction of 

component I 

- 

zi Charge number of the ion 

I 

2  

ρ "Closest approach" 

parameter 

14.9 (ENRTL-SAC) 

R Gas constant 8.3145 J/(K*mol) 

ε Dielectric constant of 

NH4OH 

15.8 (Rodebush, 1914) 
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Table 3  Symbols, explanations and possible equations for concepts being present in the 

equation t 

Symbol Explanation Equation 

Xj Charge imposed by the 

molar fraction of the 

substance I 

Xi•Ci, xi = molar fraction of 

component I, Ci = zi for 

ions and unity for 

molecules 

Gji Gibbs free energy between 

substances j and i 

e(-αjiτji)
 

τji Energy of interaction 

between components j and i 

(gji- gii)/RT 

αji Nonrandomness factor  

GcB Gibbs free energy from 

interaction between cation 

and solvent 

 

GaB Gibbs free energy from 

interaction between anion 

and solvent 

 

 

αBc = αcB Nonrandomness factor for 

the interaction between 

anion and solvent 

 

 

αBa = αaB Nonrandomness factor for 

the interaction between 

anion and solvent 

 

τcB Energy of interaction 

between cation and solvent 

 

τaB Energy of interaction 

between anion and solvent 

 

τBa,ca Combined energy of 

interaction parameter for 

anion  

τaB - τca,B + τB,ca 

 

τBc,ac Combined energy of 

interaction parameter for 

cation 

τcB - τca,B + τB,ca 
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Figure 1  Substances present in the simulation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Appendix IV 2(3) 

 

Figure 2  initial information defining for Ni(NH3)
2+ 

 

Figure 3 Equilibrium constant setting example in Aspen Plus 
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Figure 4  Chelating reaction series 

 

Figure 5  Precipitation reaction series 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Appendix V 1(5) 

Script for outflow concentration profile calculation 

clear all;close all;clc; 

%A=Ni B=NH3 C=NiNH3 D = NiNH32 E = NiNH33 F = NiNH34 G = Mn H = MnNH3 H2 = 

%MnNH32 H3 = MnNH33 K = MnNH34 L = Co M = CoNH3 N = CoNH32 O = CoNH33 P = 

%CoNH34 VE =Water B1 = Nh4+ OH = hydroxide HH = hydrogen NOH = nickelhydroxide 

%MOH = manganesehydroxide COH = cobalthydroxide NOH2 = chelated ni MOH2 = 

%chelated mn COH2 = chelated co 

%k = reaction rate constants, drawn from equilibrium constant with 

%a principle that reverse reaction rate constant is 1 

s0 = [0.015 0.05 0 0 0 0 0.0398 0 0 0 0 0.0152 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]; % 

syötettävässä liuoksessa moolia tunnissa 

k= [645.654 1 120226.4435 1 7079457.844 1 131825673.9 1 10 1 34.6736 1 50.1187 1 

19.952 1 125.8925 1 4677.35 1 60255.96 1 338844.2 1 1.58489 100000 0.1 10^(-15) 

602.559 10^(-16) 199.526 10^(-15) 128.8 10^(-17) 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 

10]; %reaction rate constants 

t = linspace(0,10); %time 

[t,s]=ode23(@CSTRode6,t,s0,[],k); %solver 

%m=sum(s'); 

%sum C D E ja F A must be = A0 

%sum H H2 H3 K G must be = G0 

%sum M N O P C must be = C0 

%sum C D E F H H2 H3 K M N O P B must be= B0 

  

plot (t,s) 

hold on 

%plot(t,m,'LineWidth',3); 

grid minor; 

legend ('A','B','C', 'D', 'E', 'F', 'G', 'H', 'H2', 'H3', 'K', 'L', 'M', 'N', 

'O', 'P', 'B1', 'VE', 'OH', 'HH', 'NOH', 'MOH', 'COH', 'NOH2', 'MOH2', 'COH2'); 

xlabel('time in hours');ylabel('Outlet flow rate (mol/h)'); 

title('(CSTR)'); 

title('CSTR-simulation'); 

  

n = length(t); 

%formed 

%substances and precipitates to ensure mass balance 

C = s(:,3);D = s(:,4);E = s(:,5);F = s(:,6);A = s(:,1); NOH = s(:,21);MOH = 

s(:,22);COH = s(:,23); NOH2 = s(:,24); MOH2 = s(:,25); COH2 = s(:,26); 

aineNi = C(n) + D(n) + E(n) + F(n) + A(n) + NOH(n) + NOH2(n); % mass balance of 

nickel, must be same as A in the beginning 

G = s(:,7);H = s(:,8);H2 = s(:,9);H3 = s(:,10);K = s(:,11); 

aineMn = G(n) + H(n) + H2(n) + H3(n) + K(n) + MOH(n) + MOH2(n); % mass balance of 

manganese, must be same as G in the beginning 

L = s(:,12);M = s(:,13);N = s(:,14);O = s(:,15);P = s(:,16); 

aineCo = L(n) + M(n) + N(n) + O(n) + P(n) +COH(n) + COH2(n); %mass balance of 

cobalt, must be same as L in the beginning 

B = s(:,2); 

aineNH3 = B(n) + C(n) + D(n) + E(n) + F(n) + H(n) + H2(n) + H3(n) + K(n) + M(n) + 

N(n) + O(n) + P(n); %mass balance of ammonia, must be same as B in the beginning 

  

aineNi 

aineMn 

aineCo 

aineNH3 
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%compiling information about individual precipitation 

Nickelhydroxide = NOH(n); 

Manganesehydroxide = MOH(n); 

Cobalthydroxide = COH(n); 

Nickelhydroxide 

Manganesehydroxide 

Cobalthydroxide 

  

%Amounts of chelated metals 

NOH2 = s(:,24);MOH2 = s(:,25); COH2 = s(:,26); 

Chelatenickel = NOH2(n); 

Chelatemanganese = MOH2(n); 

Chelatecobalt = COH2(n); 

  

Chelatenickel 

Chelatemanganese 

Chelatecobalt 

  

Ninh3 = C(n); 

Ninh32 = D(n); 

Ninh33 = E(n); 

Ninh34 = F(n); 

Mnnh3 = H(n); 

Mnnh32 = H2(n); 

Mnnh33 = H3(n); 

Mnnh34 = K(n); 

Conh3 = M(n); 

Conh32 = N(n); 

Conh33 = O(n); 

Conh34 = P(n); 

  

Ninh3 

Ninh32 

Ninh33 

Ninh34 

Mnnh3 

Mnnh32 

Mnnh33 

Mnnh34 

Conh3 

Conh32 

Conh33 

Conh34 
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Odefunction for calculating reaction equilibria 

function ds = CSTRode6( t,s,k ) 

%A=Ni B=NH3 C=NiNH3 D = NiNH32 E = NiNH33 F = NiNH34 G = Mn H = MnNH3 H2 = 

%MnNH32 H3 = MnNH33 K = MnNH34 L = Co M = CoNH3 N = CoNH32 O = CoNH33 P = 

%CoNH34  VE =water B1 = Nh4+ OH = hydroxide HH = hydrogen 

%NOH = nickelhydroxide MOH = manganesehydroxide COH = cobalthydroxide 

%NOH2 MOH2 COH2 chelateprecipitates 

A=s(1);B=s(2);C=s(3);D=s(4);E=s(5);F=s(6); 

G=s(7);H=s(8);H2=s(9);H3=s(10);K=s(11); 

L=s(12);M=s(13);N=s(14);O=s(15);P=s(16); 

B1=s(17);VE=s(18);OH=s(19); 

HH=s(20); 

NOH=s(21);MOH=s(22);COH=s(23); 

NOH2=s(24);MOH2=s(25);COH2=s(26);%defining of substances in feedflow 

  

A0=0.015;B0=0.05;C0=0;D0=0;E0=0;F0=0; 

G0=0.0398;H0=0;H20=0;H30=0;K0=0; 

L0=0.0152;M0=0;N0=0;O0=0;P0=0; 

B10=0; VE0=0; OH0=0.1; 

HH0=0; 

NOH0=0;MOH0=0;COH0=0; 

NOH20=0;MOH20=0;COH20=0;% initial concentrations 

  

Fr = 0.07; %flowrate mol/h 

V = 2; % volume of reactor in l 

  

% differential functions 

dy(1)=-k(1)*A*B -k(3)*A*B^2 - k(5)*A*B^3 - k(7)*A*B^4 - k(30)*A*OH^2 + k(2)*C + 

k(4)*D + k(6)*E + k(8)*F + k(29)*NOH + Fr*A0/V - Fr*A/V; %Ni 

dy(2)=-k(1)*A*B - k(3)*A*B^2 - k(5)*A*B^3 - k(7)*A*B^4 -k(9)*G*B -k(11)*G*B^2 - 

k(13)*G*B^3 - k(15)*G*B^4 -k(17)*L*B -k(19)*L*B^2 -k(21)*L*B^3 -k(23)*L*B^4 -

k(25)*B*VE + k(2)*C + k(4)*D + k(6)*E + k(8)*F + k(10)*H + k(12)*H2 + k(14)*H3 + 

k(16)*K + k(18)*M + k(20)*N + k(22)*O + k(24)*P + k(26)*B1*OH +k(35)*C*OH^2 + 

k(36)*D*OH^2 + k(37)*E*OH^2 + k(38)*F*OH^2 + k(39)*H*OH^2 + k(40)*H2*OH^2 + 

k(41)*H3*OH^2 + k(42)*K*OH^2 + k(43)*M*OH^2 + k(44)*N*OH^2 + k(45)*O*OH^2 + 

k(46)*P*OH^2 + Fr*B0/V - Fr*B/V; %NH3 

dy(3)= k(1)*A*B - k(2)*C - k(35)*C*OH^2 + Fr*C0/V - Fr*C/V; %NiNH3 

dy(4)= k(3)*A*B^2 - k(4)*D - k(36)*D*OH^2 + Fr*D0/V - Fr*D/V; %NiNH32 

dy(5)= k(5)*A*B^3 - k(6)*E - k(37)*E*OH^2 + Fr*E0/V - Fr*E/V; %NiNH33 

dy(6)= k(7)*A*B^4 - k(8)*F - k(38)*F*OH^2 + Fr*F0/V - Fr*F/V; %NiNH34 

  

dy(7)=-k(9)*G*B - k(11)*G*B^2 - k(13)*G*B^3 - k(15)*G*B^4 -k(32)*G*OH^2 + k(10)*H 

+ k(12)*H2 + k(14)*H3 + k(16)*K + k(31)*MOH + Fr*G0/V - Fr*G/V; %Mn 

dy(8)= k(9)*G*B - k(10)*H - k(39)*H*OH^2 + Fr*H0/V - Fr*H/V; %MnNH3 

dy(9)= k(11)*G*B^2 - k(12)*H2 - k(40)*H2*OH^2 + Fr*H20/V - Fr*H2/V; %MnNH32 

dy(10)=k(13)*G*B^3 - k(14)*H3 - k(41)*H3*OH^2 + Fr*H30/V - Fr*H3/V; %MnNH33 

dy(11)=k(15)*G*B^4 - k(16)*K - k(42)*K*OH^2 + Fr*K0/V - Fr*K/V; %MnNH34 
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dy(12)=-k(17)*L*B - k(19)*L*B^2 - k(21)*L*B^3 - k(23)*L*B^4 -k(34)*L*OH^2 + 

k(18)*M + k(20)*N + k(22)*O + k(24)*P + k(33)*COH + Fr*L0/V - Fr*L/V; %Co 

dy(13)= k(17)*L*B - k(18)*M - k(43)*M*OH^2 + Fr*M0/V - Fr*M/V; %CoNH3 

dy(14)= k(19)*L*B^2 -k(20)*N - k(44)*N*OH^2 + Fr*N0/V - Fr*N/V; %CoNH32 

dy(15)= k(21)*L*B^3 -k(22)*O - k(45)*O*OH^2 + Fr*O0/V - Fr*O/V; %CoNH33 

dy(16)= k(23)*L*B^4 -k(24)*P - k(46)*P*OH^2 + Fr*P0/V - Fr*P/V; %CoNH34 

  

dy(17)= k(25)*B*VE - k(26)*B1*OH + Fr*B10/V - Fr*B1/V;%hydrolysis equilibrium, 

NH4 

dy(18)=-k(25)*B*VE -k(27)*VE +k(28)*HH*OH + k(26)*B1*OH + Fr*VE0/V - Fr*VE/V; % 

water 

dy(19)= k(25)*B*VE + k(27)*VE -k(28)*HH*OH - k(26)*B1*OH - k(30)*A*OH^2 - 

k(32)*G*OH^2 -k(34)*L*OH^2 + 2*k(29)*NOH + 2*k(31)*MOH + 2*k(33)*COH - 

k(35)*C*OH^2 -  k(36)*D*OH^2 - k(37)*E*OH^2 - k(38)*F*OH^2 -  k(39)*H*OH^2 - 

k(40)*H2*OH^2 - k(41)*H3*OH^2 - k(42)*K*OH^2 -  k(43)*M*OH^2 - k(44)*N*OH^2 - 

k(45)*O*OH^2 - k(46)*P*OH^2 + Fr*OH0/V - Fr*OH/V; % hydroxide 

  

dy(20)= k(27)*VE - k(28)*HH*OH + Fr*HH0/V - Fr*HH/V; % hydrogen ion 

% when precipitates are added to function, there is no need for 

%flow terms, precipitates just stay in the solution 

dy(21)=-k(29)*NOH + k(30)*A*OH^2 + Fr*NOH0/V - Fr*NOH/V;%nickelhydroxide 

dy(22)=-k(31)*MOH + k(32)*G*OH^2 + Fr*MOH0/V - Fr*MOH/V;%manganesehydroxide 

dy(23)=-k(33)*COH + k(34)*L*OH^2 + Fr*COH0/V - Fr*COH/V;%cobalthydroxide 

%Feed of NaOH, in the beginning just OH- feed, because natrium is 

%incoherent. Feed of OH- = 0,1 mol/h and inflow 0,07 l/h 

  

dy(24)= k(35)*C*OH^2 + k(36)*D*OH^2 + k(37)*E*OH^2 + k(38)*F*OH^2 + Fr*NOH20/V - 

Fr*NOH2/V; %nickel precipitated from chelates 

dy(25)= k(39)*H*OH^2 + k(40)*H2*OH^2 + k(41)*H3*OH^2 + k(42)*K*OH^2 + Fr*MOH20/V 

- Fr*MOH2/V; %manganese precipitated from chelates 

dy(26)= k(43)*M*OH^2 + k(44)*N*OH^2 +  k(45)*O*OH^2 + k(46)*P*OH^2 + Fr*COH20/V - 

Fr*COH2/V; %cobalt precipitated from chelates 

ds=dy(:); %gathering of functions 

end 
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Figure 1  Outflow profile of CSTR-reactor as a function of time 
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Table 1  Stream results with initial settings 

Mole 

flow 

mol

/h 

Sulfa

tes 

NH4

OH 

MN

H3 

NA

OH 

MOH2 PRODU

CT 

RECYC

LE2 

RECYC

LE 

Water mol

/h 

0.236

2 

0.066

5 

3.24 1 4.24 0.0424 4.20142 2,941 

NiSO4 mol

/h 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

CoSO

4 

mol

/h 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

MnSO

4 

mol

/h 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

NH3 mol

/h 

0 0.033 0.03

39 

0 0.041 0 0.04099 0.0287 

 Ni2+ mol

/h 

0.015 0 0.01

66 

0 0.0166 0 0.0166 0.0116 

Co2+ mol

/h 

0.015

2 

0 0.00

93 

0 0.0093 0 0.0093 0.00649 

Mn2+ mol

/h 

0.039

8 

0 0.12

5 

0 0.125 0 0.125 0.0874 

NH4+ mol

/h 

0 0 4.4 * 

10-6 

0 4.43 * 

10-6 

0 4.43 * 

10-6 

3.099 * 

10-6 

OH- mol

/h 

7.627

4* 

10-8 

0 0.20

05 

0.1 0.2864 0 0.286 0.2005 

NH4O

H 

mol

/h 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

MOH2 

Produc

t 

mol

/h 

0 0 0 0 0.00704

447 

0.00704

447 

0 0 

SO42- mol

/h 

0.07 0 0.23

33 

0 0.2333 0 0.2333 0.1633 

Na2S

O4 

mol

/h 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Na+ mol

/h 

0 0 0.23

33 

0.1 0.333 0 0.3333 0.2333 

Ni(OH

)2 

mol

/h 

6.973 

* 10-

34 

0 9.93 

* 10-

22 

0 0 0 0 0 

Mn(O

H)2 

 

mol

/h 

6.141

66 * 

10-31 

0 2,48 

* 10-

18 

0 0 0 0 0 

Co(O

H)2 

mol

/h 

9.948 

* 10-

34 

0 1,82 

* 10-

20 

0 0 0 0 0 

 



 
 

Appendix VI 2(2) 

 

Mole 

flow 

mol

/h 

Sulfa

tes 

NH4

OH 

MNH

3 

NA

OH 

MOH2 PROD

UCT 

RECYC

LE2 

RECY

CLE 

NiNH3 mol

/h 

0 0 0.020

04 

0 0.0176

6 

0 0.0176 0.0124 

Ni(NH

3)2 

mol

/h 

0 0 0.006

98 

0 0.0069

7 

0 0.00697 0.0049 

Ni(NH

3)3 

mol

/h 

0 0 0.000

769 

0 0.0007

694 

0 0.00077 0.00054 

Ni(NH

3)4 

mol

/h 

0 0 2,68 * 

10-5 

0 2,68 * 

10-5 

0 2,68 * 

10-5 

1,88 * 

10-6 

Mn(NH

3) 

mol

/h 

0 0 0.002

34 

0 2,74 * 

10-5 

0 2,747 * 

10-5 

1,92 * 

10-5 

Mn(NH

3)2 

mol

/h 

0 0 1,52 * 

10-5 

0 3.136 * 

10-12 

0 3.14 * 

10-12 

2,195 * 

10-12 

Mn(NH

3)3 

mol

/h 

0 0 4.1 * 

10-8 

0 4.07 * 

10-18 

0 0 0 

Mn(NH

3)4 

mol

/h 

0 0 3.05 * 

10-11 

0 3.56 * 

10-23 

0 0 0 

CoNH3 mol

/h 

0 0 0.033

6 

0 0.0313 0 0.0313 0.0219 

Co(NH

3)2 

mol

/h 

0 0 0.002

3 

0 0.0023

2 

0 0.0023 0.0016 

Co(NH

3)3 

mol

/h 

0 0 5,63 * 

10-5 

0 5.62 * 

10-5 

0 5.623 * 

10-5 

3.94 * 

10-5 

Co(NH

3)4 

mol

/h 

0 0 5.92 * 

10-7 

0 6.62 * 

10-7 

0 6.62 * 

10-7 

9.3 * 

10-12 

H+ mol

/h 

7.63 

* 10-8 

2,64 

* 10-

12 

5.99 * 

10-13 

0 0 0 0 0 

Combin

ed 

mol

/h 

0.376

2 

0.1 4.16 1,2 5.3548 0.049 5.30531 3.7137 

 

 


